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Full Legal Disclaimer

This research presentation expresses our research opinions.  You should assume that as of the publication date of any presentation, report or letter, Spruce Point Capital 
Management LLC (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our and clients has a short position in (and are 
long/short combinations of puts and calls on the stock) GFL Environmental Inc. (“GFL” and “GFLU”), and therefore stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of 
its stock declines. You should further assume that Spruce Point Capital Management LLC (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or 
consultants) along with our and clients has a long position in all other environmental and waste management stocks (and are long/short combinations of calls and puts on the 
stock) covered herein, including without limitation Waste Management, Inc. and therefore stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of its stock increases. 

Following publication of any presentation, report or letter, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any time 
hereafter regardless of our initial recommendation.  All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Spruce Point Capital Management does not undertake 
to update this report or any information contained herein.  Spruce Point Capital Management, subscribers and/or consultants shall have no obligation to inform any investor or 
viewer of this report about their historical, current, and future trading activities.

This research presentation expresses our research opinions, which we have based upon interpretation of certain facts, observations, and interviews all of which are based upon 
publicly available information, and all of which are set out in this research presentation.  Any investment involves substantial risks, including complete loss of capital. Any 
forecasts or estimates are for illustrative purpose only and should not be taken as limitations of the maximum possible loss or gain. Any information contained in this report may 
include forward looking statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections. You should assume these types of statements, expectations, pro forma 
analyses, estimates, and projections may turn out to be incorrect for reasons beyond Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s control. This is not investment or accounting advice 
nor should it be construed as such. Use of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s research is at your own risk. You should do your own research and due diligence, with 
assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any investment decision with respect to securities covered herein. All figures assumed to be in US 
Dollars, unless specified otherwise.

To the best of our ability and belief, as of the date hereof, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and does not omit to state material facts necessary to make 
the statements herein not misleading, and all information has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected 
persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer, or to any other person or entity that was breached by 
the transmission of information to Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. However, Spruce Point Capital Management LLC recognizes that there may be non-public information 
in the possession of GFL or other insiders of GFL that has not been publicly disclosed by GFL. Therefore, such information contained herein is presented “as is,” without warranty 
of any kind – whether express or implied. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC makes no other representations, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or 
completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. You should assume all statements made are our opinions, unless sourced as facts 
where practical. 

This report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not expressed as, or 
implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. This is not an offer to sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to Buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the securities 
laws of such jurisdiction. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is registered as an investment advisor with the SEC.  Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is not registered as a 
broker/dealer or accounting firm.

All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC.
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Spruce Point Has Succeeded In 
Canadian Shareholder Activism

Spruce Point has written four recent critical activist reports in Canada. In a majority of the cases, the share price collapse 

has met or exceeded our downside estimate of intrinsic value. The avg. share price decline is 77%. A common theme is that 

Canadian analysts don’t ask difficult questions of management, challenge assumptions, and are overly optimistic.

Company: 
Intertain TSO3 Maxar (Formerly MacDonald Dettwiller) Just Energy

Exchange: Ticker TSX: IT TSX: TOS NYSE and TSX: MAXR NYSE and TSX: JE

Report Date December 17, 2015 August 23, 2017 Aug 7, 2018 July 31, 2013

Stock Brokers Who
Said “Buy”

Canaccord/Mackie/Nat’l 
Bank/Cormark

Canaccord/RBC/Scotia/GMP
Canaccord/RBC/TD/CIBC/GMP/

BMO/Nat’l Bank/Scotia
CIBC/National Bank/RBC/Canaccord

Spruce Point’s 
Criticisms

• Stock promotion of a poorly 
organized online gaming roll-up

• CEO FitzGerald has a checkered 
past with ties to questionable 
people

• Ties to Amaya, a company being 
investigated by regulators

• Management Incentive Program is 
flawed and unjustly enriches 
insiders

• Questionable financial reporting 
and accounting practices

• Overvaluation: 45%-70% downside

• Poorly promoted Canadian healthcare 
company, with limited product value

• Disclosure issues obfuscate actual end 
market sales, and overstatement of 
total addressable market

• Over-promotion of a partnership with 
Getinge that would be destined to fail

• Terrible insider alignment with mgmt. 
owning 1% of shares

• 80%+ downside when Getinge deal fails

• MDA’s acquisition of DigitalGlobe 
driven by the need to cover problems 
in its satellite business, including a 
forthcoming decline in the 
geostationary satellite industry

• Brazen accounting scheme including 
inflation of intangible assets to 
overstated Non-IFRS EPS

• Dangerously levered at 5.8x when 
taking into account off-balance sheet 
liabilities make Maxar’s dividend at 
high risk of being cut or eliminated

• Analyst estimates are too high, and 
goodwill and asset impairment looms

• Value destructive roll-up in the 
consumer energy marketing space

• Deceptive business practice being 
claimed by customers

• Generous 7% dividend yield 
unsustainable as debt load increases 
and earnings and cash flow prospects 
diminish 

Successful 
Outcome

• Intertain initiated a strategic 
review upon the report release

• Feb 2016, CEO FitzGerald resigns 
from Intertain (source)

• Intertain delists from the TSX in 
Jan 2017 and re-lists its shares in 
the UK -- claiming that the 
Canadian markets don’t value its 
business (source)

• Analyst price targets of C$28.00 
were never achieved. Shares hit a 
low of C$7.13, down 42%

• On Jan 25, 2018, TSO3 discloses 
amendments to the Getinge 
partnership, validating Spruce Point’s 
criticisms (source)

• Multiple brokers downgrade shares 
from >C$5.00 to C$2.00

• Share price made a low of C$0.48 in 
Oct 2018, down 81% 

• Maxar’s twice attempted to “refute” 
our conclusions, yet its share price 
collapsed 90% following our report 
and lingers near a multi-year low

• Maxar took a $386m asset write-
down and impairment loss (source)

• Multiple resignations including CEO
and Chief Accounting Officer

• Dividend cut to one penny (source)

• In less than a year, CEO Ken Hartwick 
submitted his resignation

• Company issued restated financials
having understated bad debt 
allowances by $74.6m and issued a 
material weakness of financial 
controls

• The dividend was eliminated in Aug 
2019 and the Company announced a 
strategic review of operations with 
limited progress

• Shares down -96% since report 

The recommendations shown above are not intended to be exhaustive. A full list of all recommendations made over the past twelve months can be found on our website

https://www.sprucepointcap.com/it-the-intertain-group-ltd/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/tso3-inc/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/maxar-technologies-ltd/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/just-energy/
https://calvinayre.com/2016/02/22/business/intertain-ceo-quitting-following-committee-report/
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/jackpotjoy-plc-and-intertain-announce-completion-of-london-listing-and-plan-of-arrangement-611727525.html
http://www.tso3.com/tso3-and-global-distributor-agree-on-co-commercial-strategy-for-north-america/
http://investor.maxar.com/investor-news/press-release-details/2018/Maxar-Technologies-reports-third-quarter-2018-results-declares-quarterly-dividend/default.aspx
http://investor.maxar.com/investor-news/press-release-details/2019/Maxar-Technologies-Announces-CEO-Transition/default.aspx
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1121142/000155837019002322/f8-k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1121142/000155837019001325/ex-99d1.htm
https://investors.justenergy.com/node/6636/html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1538789/000117184319005533/exh_992.htm
https://investors.justenergy.com/news-releases/news-release-details/just-energy-group-inc-announces-strategic-review-process
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/research/
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Spruce Point’s Activist Success Exposing Poorly 
Executed Industrial Roll-Ups

Spruce Point has a strong track record of exposing highly promoted industrial roll-ups before investors figure out that the 

businesses had inflected negatively. Notably, Spruce Point exposed CECO Environmental and LKQ in the recycling sector.

Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Short-selling involves a high degree of risk, including the risk of infinite loss potential. Please see Full Legal Disclaimer at the front of the presentation.
* Reported produced by Prescience Point of which Spruce Point’s founder was a contributing author. The recommendations shown above are not intended to be exhaustive. A full list of all recommendations made over the past twelve months can be found on our website 

CECO Environmental 
(Nasdaq: CECE)

LKQ Corp
(Nasdaq: LKQ)

XPO Logistics
(NYSE: XPO)

Ticker NYSE: GEF / GEF.B Nasdaq: CECE NYSE: LKQ NYSE: XPO

Report 2/10/15 2/13/17 1/15/14 (Prescience Point)* 12/13/18

Market Cap $3.2 billion $430 million $10.1 billion $15.1 billion

Company 
Promotion

Leader in the rigid and flexible packing 
industry. Successful ability to acquire and 

integrate numerous acquisitions to extract 
synergies, increase earnings and cash flow. 

Ability to effect a turnaround despite 
challenging end markets

Effective roll-up acquirer serving the 
environmental, energy, fluid handling and 

filtration industrial segments. Its largest 
PMFG acquisition would be a success and 

allow for rapid delivering of its balance 
sheet, and renewed growth

Best of breed recycled auto part 
distributor capable of effecting a roll-up 

strategy and producing consistent double 
digit revenue and EPS growth

Leading logistics and transportation 
company that operates as a highly 

integrated network of people, technology 
and physical assets. XPO can spend up to 
$8bn for a mega-deal to propel its share 

price to $145

Our 
Criticism

Poorly executed roll-up with limited 
disclosures about acquisition costs, and 

deal performance post-closing. Investors 
are overlooking Greif’s material weakness, 

and still buying into management’s 
aggressive Free Cash Flow definition, and 
excessive add-back adjustments to EPS. 
Dual class share structure presents poor 
governance and insiders focused on pay 

vs. performance

A poorly constructed roll-up, we argued 
CECO was forestalling a goodwill 

impairment, its cash flow would fall
significantly in 2017, and it could come 

under covenant pressure. CECO was 
misportraying its true leverage, while its 

end markets were contracting. 
We estimated downside risk of 30%-60%

An ineffective roll-up by a management 
team with a history of financial failure 

(Waste Management / Discovery Zone). 
LKQ is caught in a gross margin squeeze 
being masked by relentless acquisitions, 

and aggressive inventory accounting open 
to significant mgmt judgement. Its move to 
Europe is an implicit acknowledgement of 

waning domestic growth

XPO’s financials should be viewed 
cautiously as a result of aggressive 

accounting assumptions, from a CEO 
known for aggressive roll-up strategies. 

The Board is not best suited to oversee the 
strategy, and the stock is a Wall St. darling 
poised to disappoint as its fragile financial 

condition becomes evident

Successful 
Outcome

The CEO was ousted shortly after our 
report. Greif continued to miss Wall Street 
sales and earnings estimates, and failed to 

turnaround its business as promised. 
Further, Greif curtailed additional M&A for 

four years post our report 

CECO took a goodwill charge in Q4’16 as 
predicted, and changed its presentation of 

its financial leverage in its investors 
presentation - implicitly acknowledging 

our criticism. Q2’17 results were 
significantly below expectations, it 

admitted continuing challenges in its end 
markets, and its YTD operating cash flow 

has evaporated. CECO’s shares were 
downgraded, and shares fell >40%  

Gross margins have declined from over 
47% to 39%. The Company’s successive 
acquisition in Europe and domestically 

have failed to boost its share price. LKQ’s 
multiples have contracted significantly. Its 
CFO was replaced (Feb 2015) and its CEO 

recently stepped down (March 2017)

XPO cut its guidance and missed financial 
targets. Its COO was terminated after XPO 
lost a substantial customer, believed to be 

Amazon. XPO’s mega-deal never 
happened, and instead it tempered its 
growth strategy by turning to levered 
share repurchases. XPO talked about 
restarting acquisitions, but instead is 

saying it could dismantle the Company. 
XPO terminates strategic review

https://www.sprucepointcap.com/grief-inc/
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/ceco-environmental-corp/
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/lkq-corp/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/xpo-logistics-inc/
https://www.bizjournals.com/columbus/news/2015/10/13/greif-ceo-stepping-down.html
https://www.cecoenviro.com/press-releases/ceco-environmental-corp.-reports-fourth-quarter-2016-results
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/3197/000156459017016743/cece-ex991_7.htm
https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2015/02/26/710172/10122072/en/LKQ-Announces-Executive-Management-Changes.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1065696/000106569617000012/lkq8-k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1166003/000119312518347421/d664043d8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1166003/000116600319000023/form8k31119.htm
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-xpo-logistics-amazon-com/xpo-logistics-top-customer-pulls-back-amazon-suspected-idUSKCN1Q425V
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-02-19/xpo-s-billionaire-dealmaker-hits-m-a-brakes-turns-to-buybacks
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/xpo-inching-way-back-into-the-mampa-game-jacobs-tells-analysts
https://www.wsj.com/articles/xpo-logistics-explores-strategic-alternatives-for-business-units-11579129901
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/xpo-ends-bid-to-break-up-the-company
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Spruce Point Has A Track Record Identifying Capex 
Accounting Anomalies As Leading Indicators of 
Underlying Problems

GFL’s capex accounting irregularities should not be taken lightly by investors. Spruce Point has a strong record of success 

unearthing previously-unidentified financial strain among companies reporting irregular or inconsistent capex figures. Included in 

these are some of our most successful short campaigns.

Report NASDAQ: CSTE | Aug 2015 / Oct 2015 NYSE: AOS | May 2019 and Twitter NYSE: USC | May 2018

Ent. Value $1.7 billion $7.8 billion $1.7 billion

Company 
Promotion / 

Situation 
Overview

Leading quartz countertop manufacturer capable of 
producing sustainable 43% and 26% gross and EBITDA 
margins, while producing double digit growth in the 
fast growing U.S. market. The Company claimed it 

needed to increase capex to construct a manufacturing 
facility in the U.S. to accelerate its North American 

expansion

Leading maker of water heaters and treatment 
products, boilers, and air purifiers. Fast and 

sustainable growth in China, allowing for corporate 
gross margins in excess of industry peers.

Highly accretive and synergistic North American 
roll-up of ready-mix concrete operations capable 

of expanding margins and growing earnings

Our Criticism Our intense fundamental and forensic due diligence 
uncovered evidence of slowing U.S. growth, and 

margin pressure being covered-up. We also expressed 
grave concerns about the Company’s strategy to 

build a U.S. manufacturing facility and believed its 
capex costs seemed overstated, which would allow 

capitalization of costs on the balance sheet and
potentially overstate earnings. Our background work 

into CEO Yos Shiran also revealed a pattern of 
mismanagement at Tefron, an Israeli textile company, 

that promoted a unique technology but failed

Our intensive due diligence revealed a number of 
capital expenditure anomalies, notably consistent 
mis-forecasting. These capex issues appeared to 

point to gross margin inflation via expense 
capitalization. Shifting revenue recognition standards

pointed to the possibility of aggressive booking of 
sales. Excessive spending on a protracted ERP
implementation also appeared to be linked to

accounting and financial issues

Becoming more aggressive in acquisitions to grow 
and providing limited deal transparency. GAAP vs. 
Non-GAAP strain intensifying. Leverage rising to 

pre-bankruptcy levels. CEO has hidden from 
disclosure a DWI arrest for reckless driving. 
Aggressive use of capital leases to embellish 

EBITDA. Management's history of meeting Capex 
guidance is horrendous. PP&E accounts suggest 
overcapitalization of costs with vehicle accounts 

up 500% yet physical trucks up 100%

Successful 
Outcome

Two CEO/CEO’s and two CFO/CFO’s of Caesarstone 
subsequently resigned. The Company later reported 
numerous manufacturing problems in both its new 
U.S. production and Israeli facilities. Gross margins 
contracted to 25%. The share price has fallen ~80% 

from our initiation price

Following a report from J Capital, AOS admitted that it 
had been engaging an undisclosed material supply 

chain partner in China, confirming suspicions of 
channel-stuffing. In Q2 2018, not long after we 
published our report, AOS substantially revised 
guidance, showing weakness in China with sales 

projected down 16-17%. AOS fired the President of 
A.O. Smith China in Feb 2020 following our report

Following our report, USCR continued to miss 
analyst expectations numerous times. In April 
2019, a regional executive resigned and in Feb 
2020, USCR announced its CEO would “retire”. 

Shares declined by approximately 55% following 
our report 

Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Short-selling involves a high degree of risk, including the risk of infinite loss potential. Please see Full Legal Disclaimer at the front of the presentation.
The recommendations shown above are not intended to be exhaustive. A full list of all recommendations made over the past twelve months can be found on our website 

https://www.sprucepointcap.com/cste-ltd/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/cste-ltd-followup/
https://sumzero.com/pro/research/ideas/17287
https://twitter.com/sprucepointcap/status/1129024921865207810
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/u-s-concrete-inc/
https://ir.caesarstone.com/news/news-details/2016/Caesarstone-Announces-Departure-of-CEO/default.aspx
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180322005616/en/Caesarstone%C2%A0Announces%C2%A0Raanan%C2%A0Zilberman%E2%80%99s%C2%A0Resignation-Appointment-Yair-Averbuch-Interim-Chief-Executive%C2%A0Officer
https://ir.caesarstone.com/news/news-details/2017/Caesarstone-Announces-Planned-Transition-to-New-Chief-Financial-Officer/default.aspx
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20181001005148/en/GMS-Announces-Resignation-Chief-Financial-Officer
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312519163453/d753067d8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312519206137/d782672dex991.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312520046710/d870480d8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1073429/000107342919000091/form8-k20190418resignation.htm
http://investorrelations.us-concrete.com/news-releases/news-release-details/us-concrete-announces-retirement-william-j-sandbrook-chief
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Spruce Point Estimates 100% Downside Risk To 
GFL Environmental’s Share Price

After conducting a forensic financial and accounting review (inc. multiple former employees interviews), Spruce Point believes shares of GFL Environmental (TSX/NYSE: 

GFL), a cash degenerative North American roll-up of environmental service companies, are worthless. We find GFL’s CEO Patrick Dovigi has obfuscated connections to 

what some observers have dubbed “organized crime” – if true, making the stock uninvestable to institutional shareholders and putting its two deals to acquire Waste 

Management assets and WCA Waste at risk of not receiving Dept. of Justice approval in our opinion. GFL’s executive Joy Grahek fails to disclose her role advising Philip 

Services (NYSE/TSX: PVH), a dual-listed roll-up of metal and industrial services that collapsed, was pursued by the OSC regulators, settled $80m of shareholder claims, and 

was described as “one of the great unprosecuted frauds in Canadian business history”.  In our opinion, GFL’s leverage is understated by aggressive reporting of revenue 

and EBITDA, and free cash flow burn is understated by ~60%; this is evidenced by financial restatements without explanation, and by minimizing a material weaknesses of 

financial controls. We believe GFL’s debt is understated by at least C$460m. We believe its staggering C$5.6bn total debt load, and financial losses make it reliant on new 

capital to sustain itself, nevermind its desire to grow via increasingly expensive acquisitions. With a meaningful portion of the stock pledged as collateral for loans, we 

believe there is a real risk that the stock collapses and the auditor fails to sign off on GFL’s financials after reviewing the evidence we’ve amassed. 

CEO And Other 

Executive With 

Obscured 

Connections To 

Controversial 

People; Some 

Internet Sources 

Speculate As 

“Organized Crime”

Evidence of 

Aggressive Revenue, 

EBITDA, Free Cash 

Flow, Adj. EPS, Capex 

And Asset Accounting

Pointing To 

Financial Control 

Issues Being 

Minimized / 

Leverage Also 

Understated

GFL’s CEO Patrick Dovigi has scrubbed his biography in SEC and SEDAR filings connecting him to multiple individuals that have had regulatory 

infractions, legal challenges, and allegations of securities fraud in the U.S. Notably, Dovigi was a Director of NGTV, a company whose financials 

were overseen by an individual associated with Simon Marketing, the Company involved in the mob-linked McDonald’s Monopoly scandal. In 

addition, NGTV involved Andy DeFrancesco (tied to Aphria and Fareport Capital scandals), Romeo DiBattista Jr (tied to Fareport Capital), Frank 

Mersch (settled with the Canadian securities regulators for misleading statements) and Hunter World Markets (SEC charged with stock 

manipulation). In addition, Dovigi has been associated with Rob Ford, and his brother Doug Ford, influential Canadian politicians that the local 

media has suggested are connected to organized crime, and patronage controversies. GFL also obscures the role of Paul (Paolo) Borrelli, a 

former executive and current employee, who is connected on social media to Antonio Borrelli. Antonio went to prison for attempted murder that 

paralyzed an innocent bystander. Peter Scarcella, who police say “is one of Toronto’s top mob figures”, is Antonio’s uncle.

GFL’s first IPO prospectus discussed a material weakness of financial controls, a troubling fact for a Company founded 12+ years ago. GFL 

removed the material weakness statement before its IPO suggesting it was remediated. Yet, Spruce Point finds evidence that GFL has restated 

both revenue and EBITDA, without explanation, by pulling from “intercompany” revenues. This maneuver, which flatters its U.S. EBITDA 

margin, a key part of the growth story, is suspicious. When we spoke with a former employee about GFL’s practices, we heard an opinion that 

GFL was particularly aggressive, and didn’t have the right operational structure in place to succeed. The SEC questioned GFL’s use of “Run 

Rate EBITDA”, and based on the fine language in the prospectus, we believe it provides GFL significant discretion to inflate EBITDA. We 

believe GFL presents a potentially misleading view of its “Total Gross Debt” which ignores capital leases, loans to CEO Dovigi, and the debt 

portion of the Tangible Equity Units (“TEU”) issued in March 2020. In total, we believe GFL understates debt by at least C$460m, and potentially 

more if post-closure landfill liabilities aren’t accurately modeled. We estimate current Net Debt/EBITDA is 4.7x (5.2x pro forma for WM/WCA). 

GFL carries a deep junk credit rating of B+/B1 with S&P and Moody’s. In Q2 2020, GFL made an accounting maneuver that inflated its 

operating cash flow by 2x, understated capex by 19% and H1 2020 free cash flow burn was ~60% more than reported. Our analysis shows GFL 

is struggling more than investors believe, which may explain why it rushed an expensive deal to buy WCA Waste despite not closing on WM.

Another Poorly 

Organized and 

Opaque Canadian 

Roll-Up That We 

Expect Will Fail To 

Meet Lofty Goals. 

Multiple Examples of 

Questionable Deals

We believe GFL is an aggressive roll-up, having acquired 143 companies since 2007, that overpays for assets and failed three times to IPO. In 

one case, GFL bought a company that itself acquired 60 companies, making GFL a roll-up of roll-ups. We believe GFL is simply a financial 

motivated investment scheme that failed multiple times to IPO, and has parallels to Philip Services Corp, a scandalous U.S./Canadian roll-up 

that went bankrupt. We find examples of GFL touting deals, but through poor post-acquisition execution, have operational or financial challenges. 

In an extreme case, GFL bought Rizzo Environmental before U.S. authorities indicted its founder for fraud. We also have concerns about the 

financial guidance issued in the recent Waste Management deal. We heard from an industry observer familiar with GFL’s Canadian business that 

50% of its deals are estimated to have under-performed post acquisition. GFL gives limited deal terms and post-acquisition performance, leaving 

investors to “trust” it when talking about its ability to drive organic growth and margin expansion. Our analysis shows no evidence of operating 

leverage: GFL has grown sales at the same rate as its two largest operating expenses, employee wages and hauling fees per employee.
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Spruce Point Estimates 100% Downside Risk To 
GFL Environmental’s Share Price

Financial Targets 

Unlikely To Be 

Achieved. Premium 

Valuation Based On 

Financials We Believe 

Are Dubious And Fail 

To Account For The 

TEUs. 

Delisting Risk Is High

CEO Dovigi has increased loans to GFL recently, which caused us to investigate his related party dealings. We find evidence 

that through his real estate holding company PJD Properties, he leases office space to GFL, and this fact was not properly 

disclosed to investors. In addition, we find that GFL leases a mansion in British Columbia from an employee that was acquired

in an acquisition. We also heard from sources to “follow GFL’s green trucks” for clues as to where GFL might be spending in 

ways adverse to shareholders. This led us to Interior Motives Custom Upholstery where we found that GFL has commissioned 

fancy interior design work for its vehicles. These vanity projects add costs to shareholders with no addition to profits. In addition, 

we are concerned by GFL sending truck and heavy equipment refurbishment work to Campus Auto Collision, where Mr. 

Dovigi’s partner at Earthworx landed after pleading guilty to soil contamination, while charges were dropped against GFL. 

Campus Auto associates itself with individuals that appear to have had past legal issues. 

Spruce Point believes the current slate of “Independent” Directors are suspect. Mr. Nayar fails to include on his biography that

he has received fees from BC Partners as an advisor, GFL’s largest control shareholder. Also, board member Mr. Guindi’s law 

firm received fees from BC Partners and Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan. GFL does not compensate its directors with cash, 

they own no stock, and have an immaterial number of legacy options. More importantly, in our opinion, none of the current 

Independent Directors have any full-time operational experience in the waste management or environmentally sensitive 

industries critical to overseeing GFL’s business. As a result, we believe the Board is ill-equipped to best serve new shareholders 

and ensure that GFL is operating in compliance with stringent rules and regulations – a challenge for GFL historically. 

Poor Board Composition; 

Two Audit Members Hide 

Connections To 

Controlling Shareholders 

Compromising 

Independence 

In Our View

Evidence of Undisclosed 

Related-Party 

Transactions With The 

CEO And Spending With 

“Friends” That Could Be 

Adverse To 

Shareholders’ Interest

Dovigi and others have used margin loans tied to the value of GFL’s stock. Best corporate governance practices generally 

dictate that executives and directors not pledge stock. This presents undue risks to investors should the stock come under 

pressure, and forced selling be required. GFL’s IPO lock-up expires in late August 2020, giving insiders the ability to cash out, 

and repay the margin loan with stock sales. 

Based on our research and conversations with former GFL employees, we believe it will be unlikely that GFL stems its cash 

burn and turns a profit any time soon while it continues its torrid acquisition pace. Yet, stock promoters take GFL’s word that it is 

growing organically (with little data to verify), can continue to acquire (yet overpay for acquisitions), and improve margins

(despite evidence of wasteful spending and operational mishaps). Collectively, analysts see 17% upside to GFL’s share price, 

and argue it’s stock is cheap to peers, yet ignore GFL’s financial control issues of unexplained revenue restatements, 

aggressive accounting that inflated recent cash flow by 2x, and understated debt burdens. We believe GFL is more expensive 

that it appears: its enterprise is not correctly modeled for the impact of TEUs, and its market cap to intangible assets and 

goodwill is industry leading at 98%. We believe GFL is uninvestable to institutions given these financial control issues, and the 

CEO’s documented relationships with many controversial parties. We believe GFL’s audit committee needs to engage an 

independent expert to review any related-party dealings between GFL and its CEO, along with dealings among his associates. 

Given that GFL is dependent on capital to sustain itself and grow, we believe the stock could be worthless absent new funding.

CEO Lives A Large Life 

With A Side Hobby That 

Could Distract Him From 

Running GFL In Our View

CEO Dovigi is not shy about flaunting the wealth created from building GFL via aggressive acquisitions. He claims to buy a new 

car every 6 months, and the Company provides him a generous annual auto stipend and use of a Company jet. In addition, he 

has multiple vanity homes all across North America, and a super yacht we believe is named Lady Jorgia. CEO Dovigi is also 

known to develop properties as a side-venture, but these property development activities have in the past created lawsuits and 

community push back, notably in Muskoka. He also does not disclose his role at PJD Properties on his SEC-filed biography. 

Spruce Point believes shareholders would be better served if CEO Dovigi focused all his attention and effort on GFL. 

Stock Pledged For 

Risky Margin Loan /

Significant Stock Could 

Be Sold Soon
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GFL’s Growth Story Is Largely Over

Spruce Point believes the largest pillars of the GFL “growth” story via acquisitions are now over. This is mirrored by the recent 

comment below by the CEO during last week’s WCA deal announcement call. We believe investors are now left with two 

very big risks: 1) Will GFL receive regulatory approvals for each transactions, and 2) Will GFL will make due on its promises 

to properly integrated recent acquisitions? Between announced (C$2.8bn) and closed acquisitions (C$1.1bn), GFL has spent 

C$3.9bn on YTD 2020 acquisitions, putting significant organizational strain on a Company, that in our view, has historically 

failed in its M&A deals and not exhibited any operating leverage

Spruce Point 

Warning

“So I just wanted to highlight that to refresh everyone’s sort of memories on what we said, what we have done, 
and sort of what we’re focused on sort of moving forward. But I think post WCA, there’s not another larger 
scale opportunity that’s in our horizon at the moment, and we’re just going to focus on getting these integrated 
properly and then focusing on tucking-in smaller M&A deals like what we’ve talked about acquiring sort of 25 
to 30 deals a year of sort of $1 to $10m of EBITDA.”

GFL 

CEO 

Dovigi

Aug 13, 2020

#1

Closing 

Waste 

Management / 

ADS Deal

#2

Closing 

WCA 

Acquisition

#3

GFL 

“Properly 

Integrating”

Deals

We Believe Current GFL Investors Are Left “Betting” On The Uncertain Outcome Of These Three Things, 

Yet Most Sell-Side Analysts Have Already Given GFL Credit For Successful Completion

This deal requires Dept of Justice (DOJ) approval. There is already evidence that deal terms have changed, yet 

GFL did not disclose this to investors. Why not? Furthermore, GFL recently added new “forward looking” statement 

language signaling risks of DOJ approval. Lastly, how will the DOJ view the varied controversial business 

connections that GFL has?

Before even closing WM/ADS, we believe GFL has further complicated its situation, by now requiring two regulatory 

approvals. The financing of the deal is not entirely certain. GFL is indicating it needs to raise $500 - $750m of debt. 

Moody’s says WCA is free cash flow constrained and that its capex margin is 15%; GFL shows 10.5%. Who to trust?

Based on our extensive research, we believe GFL’s CEO likes to spend lavishly, and in ways that may not be 

beneficial to investors. Our research shows that GFL has often made poor acquisitions, with extreme lapses in due 

diligence (eg. Rizzo) and by neglecting customer service and infuriating customers (eg. Bestway). By our analysis, 

GFL has extracted no operating leverage in key operating costs up to this point, so we are skeptical that GFL has an 

adequate plan to change its historical practices 
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Insights From A Call With A Former 
GFL Employee

“You’ll never find them, and you don’t want anything to do with them...”
Former 

GFL 

Employee

“Would you describe them as highly ethical good people, should we do more investigation?”Spruce 

Point

“Why did you leave GFL?”Spruce 

Point

“I felt the Company had to go in a different direction and it wasn’t going there. I also had ethical concerns and had no interest in 
continuing with the Company.” 

Former 

GFL 

Employee

“Can you talk about the history, who were the initial backers, whose idea was the operation, and how did it evolve? Seems like 
the initial equity backers have moved on at this point.”

Spruce 

Point

“I have to say this very gently….a number of owners have come and gone and moved on. There’s certainly a group still behind 
the scenes pulling the strings at this Company and I’m not prepared to say any more about that.”

Former 

GFL 

Employee

Note: These perspectives are from an employee of GFL who left over 3 years ago but still follows the Company
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CEO Dovigi’s Associations Should Give Investors 
Cause For Serious Concern

Through either one or two degrees of separation, GFL’s CEO has been closely associated with people that have been involved 

with various business scandals, some of which have involved charges (and convictions) for fraud and imprisonment. 

Gregg Mulholland

Current: Prison/Felon

Dovigi had Property Dealings With 

The Mulholland's. Gregg Is A

Two-Time SEC Charged Stock 

Promoter

Andy DeFrancesco

Current: Delavaco

Prior: Director, NGTV

(owner Lower East Capital Partners)

Prior: Fareport Capital (Scandal)

Prior: Aphria Scandal

Prior: Sol Global

Prior: Perfesians Holdings

Prior: InfoSonics/Cool Holdings

Romeo DiBattista, Jr

Current: Brovi Investments

Current: Owner Regent Capital 

(formerly Kingsdale)

Prior: Fareport Capital (Scandal)

(owner: Lower East Capital Partners)

Prior: Bellair Ventures 

Prior: Perfesians Holdings

Barry Honig 

“Microcap Fraudster”

Past: Riot Blockchain

Past: Venaxis/Bioptix

Donald R. Pollard

Current: 

CEO Lakeridge 

(U.S, Subsidiary of 

Regent Capital)

Pollard Pled Guilty 

To Criminal Charge 

of Falsifying 

Business Records

Tied To A Cash For 

Gold Operation

Chuck Rizzo

Current: Prison/Felon

Prior: Rizzo 

Environmental a 

growth partner to GFL

Michael Galloro

Prior: Delavaco

Prior: InfoSonics/Cool Holdings

Prior: Bellair Ventures

Prior: Venaxis/Bioptix

GFL CEO Patrick Dovigi

Prior: Director, NGTV Feb 2004-2006

Prior: VP, Brovi Investments

Prior: Lower East Capital Partners

Concerns:

• Brovi Sued Dovigi for allegedly 

misappropriating funds 

• Donated To Ford’s Campaign

Rob Ford (Wikipedia)    Doug Ford (Wikipedia)

Current: Deceased 

Prior: Mayor Toronto

Scandal: Crack Cocaine Use / Alleged Ties to 

Organized Crime

Toronto Star investigation cites that Ford and 

DiBattista Jr. know each other and have spent 

time at DiBattista Jr’s club

Controversy: Did GFL Win Its Toronto Garbage 

Contract Fairly?

“Bargain Basement” Contract Smells Fishy

“Garbage In, Garbage Out”

“Winning Bidder No Stranger To Controversy”

Richard David

Prior: CFO NGTV

Prior: Simon Marketing, VP of 

Finance and Administration 

(Mob-linked McDonald’s Scandal)

“Where were the controls?”

Frank Mersch

Current: Front Street Cap. 

Past: Lower East 

Capital Partners (NGTV)

Past: Altamira Mgmt.

OSC: Misleading 

regulators; trading ban

Alleged Drug History

Claudio Villa

Current: Campus 

Auto Collision

Prior: Director 

Earthworx 

Villa plead guilty and 

fined in relation to 

dumping toxic dirt

Gord Churchill

Past: Earthworx 
Plead guilty of police 

officer impersonation, 

weapons, drug production

Sons: Nick and Jody Churchill

Todd Ficeto, 

Florian Homm 

Past: Investor in 

NGTV through Hunter 

World Markets

Fraudulent Scheme 

To Manipulate Stocks

Paul Borrelli

Past: GFL Executive

Current: Employee

Antonio Borrelli

Past: Prison

Gunman in shooting 

sent back to prison 

for continuing to 

meet with mobsters

Peter Scarcella

(Uncle of Antonio)

Past: Prison

“Top Mob Boss”

https://biv.com/article/2016/04/us-causes-hardship-accused-swindlers-wife
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23719.htm
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2014/01/02/1349562/0/en/Delavaco-Residential-Properties-Corp-Announces-Completion-of-Qualifying-Transaction.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00009651
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/fists-lawsuits-fly-in-taxi-scandal/article4119455/
http://www.teribuhl.com/2019/05/30/andy-defrancesco-sued-for-securities-fraud-for-role-in-aphria-apha/
https://business.financialpost.com/cannabis/cannabis-business/cannabis-investing/cannabis-dealmaker-andy-defrancesco-resigning-from-sol-global-to-lead-spin-off-investment-entity
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1049861/000093041304002857/c30773_sb-2a.txt
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/infosonics-announces-strategic-name-change-to-cool-holdings-inc-300666259.html
https://romeodibattistajr.org/
https://www.iiroc.ca/Documents/2019/2cca258c-ba51-4dac-9e58-184bf6c4a55c_en.pdf#search=kingsdale
https://cto-iov.csa-acvm.ca/ArticleFile.asp?Instance=101&ID=14A26D9C6A594DAE9AE9488A8FB42B30
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/fists-lawsuits-fly-in-taxi-scandal/article4119455/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095015006000032/a16366a4sv1za.htm
http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/215123?noredir=1
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1049861/000093041304002857/c30773_sb-2a.txt
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2018-182
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/01/21/former-riot-blockchain-ceo-to-settle-for-alleged-market-manipulation.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1167419/000165495416004500/ex996.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/853643/000085364320000001/lakeridgesec.pdf
https://brokercheck.finra.org/individual/summary/2181631
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2014/01/02/1349562/0/en/Delavaco-Residential-Properties-Corp-Announces-Completion-of-Qualifying-Transaction.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/infosonics-appoints-michael-galloro-to-its-board-of-directors-and-roger-rai-as-board-advisor-300662159.html
http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/215123?noredir=1
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1167419/000165495416004500/ex996.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-magazine/business-is-picking-up-at-garbage-upstart-green-for-life/article22759312/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/winning-bidder-for-toronto-garbage-contract-no-stranger-to-controversy/article559012/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rob_Ford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doug_Ford
https://www.thestar.com/news/city_hall/2013/11/01/rob_ford_crack_video_the_story_behind_the_bombshell_investigation.html
http://fordfortoronto.mattelliott.ca/2011/10/19/new-garbage-contract/
http://spacing.ca/toronto/2014/05/12/lorinc-garbage-garbage/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/winning-bidder-for-toronto-garbage-contract-no-stranger-to-controversy/article559012/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://nypost.com/2018/07/30/how-a-cop-mobsters-and-mormons-fixed-mcdonalds-monopoly/
https://www.forbes.com/2001/08/24/0824dog.html#79d8ed7e5f09
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095012906006676/a16366a3sv1za.htm
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:_FKIEWFOZDMJ:https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/fund-manager-mersch-forced-to-repay-altamira-92-million/article18427413/+&cd=3&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us
https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/Proceedings_set_19980610_mersch.htm
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/globe-investigation-the-ford-familys-history-with-drug-dealing/article12153014/
http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/south-cavan-second-report.pdf
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/03/10/soil-broker-earthworx-convicted-of-dumping-toxic-dirt-at-sheep-farm.html
http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/south-cavan-second-report.pdf
https://www.yorkregion.com/news-story/1439954-newmarket-man-pleads-guilty-in-marijuana-heist/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095012906000953/a16366orsv1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2011/comp21865.pdf
https://www.bcsc.bc.ca/documents/view/A7H1M6GAL7F6D7FEH6F4A7DBV7H0
https://nationalpost.com/news/toronto/gunman-in-shooting-that-paralyzed-toronto-bystander-sent-back-to-prison-for-continuing-to-meet-with-mobsters
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/prisoner-of-conscience/article4220007/
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Why Does GFL’s Former General Counsel Omit Her 
Role Advising “One of the Great Unprosecuted 
Frauds of Canadian Business History”?

GFL’s former General Counsel, and now SVP of Strategic Initiatives, omits from her biography that she was legal counsel to Philip 

Services Corp. (NYSE/TSX: PHV), a dual-listed industrial metals and services roll-up that collapsed and went to zero. The Ontario 

Securities Commission brought allegations against the executives for failure to provide full, true and plain disclosures of material 

facts, and Philip’s auditor Deloitte (GFL’s auditor), executives and underwriters settled shareholder lawsuits for $79.7m.(1,2 ) Philip 

Services was described as a “house of cards” with “grossly inflated revenue” and “one of the great unprosecuted frauds of Canadian 

business history” by a Canadian lawyer.(3) Mrs. Grahek appears to have been particularly close with the top executives of Philip 

Services: she was named in a lawsuit with them and the executives invested in her next business venture.

Source: GFL Prospectus and GFL website

Elizabeth Joy Grahek’s Biography Today At GFL
Elizabeth Joy Grahek’s Biography: 

Capital Environmental Resources, May 1999

Note: Colin Soule, Philip Service’s GC of who 

settled with the OSC, and CEO Allen Fracassi,  

were investors in Ms. Grahek’s company. 

Ms. Grahek was also named in a lawsuit with the 

Fracassi brothers, Mr. Soule and Mr. Turkstra 

Hamilton businessman Bob Waxman has been sentenced to eight years in prison for stealing almost $18 million US from Philip Services Corp. 
“But the tough sentence doesn't mean the end of the 14-year saga that contributed to the spectacular collapse of Philip Services Corp., and sent fraud investigators around the world trying 

to trace stolen money. An appeal is already filed. Waxman spent the afternoon in a holding cell at Hamilton's courthouse but was released on bail pending that appeal…
Waxman was found guilty of six charges of fraud and theft relating to trades on copper he orchestrated in 1996 and 1997 as president of the metals recovery group at Philip Services.

In the mid and late 1990s, Philip was in the midst of an aggressive growth-by-acquisition spree and was constantly short of cash to finance its day-to-day operations. In that environment 
Waxman hatched a scheme to raise ready cash. The plan, which he has always held was carried out with the full knowledge of the board of directors, involved buying copper on delayed 

payment terms from a supplier and then immediately selling it for cash.”

Source: “Hamilton’s Bob Waxman gets 8 years for multimillion-dollar Philip Fraud”, The Hamilton Spectator, Oct 20, 2011

1) Philip Services Corp Securities Litigation

2) OSC In The Matter of Philp Services Corp

3) “Waxman wasn't the reason Philip Services fell, says lawyer”, The Hamilton Spectator, Aug 24, 2011

A Partner At Joy’s firm, Herman 

Turkstra, was a Director of Philip 

Services and the law firm received 

fees of C$769K, C$921k and C$516K 

from 1995-1997 (Source: prospectus)

Source: Capital Environmental Resource Inc. Prospectus

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm
http://gflenv.com/leadership-profiles-2/
https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/documents/en/Proceedings-SET/set_20051125_soule-colin.pdf
https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/documents/en/Proceedings-RAD/rad_20060303_philipservices.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1065736/0001047469-99-017816.txt
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2005/2005canlii11193/2005canlii11193.html?searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAKam95IGdyYWhlawAAAAAB&resultIndex=5
https://www.thespec.com/business/2011/10/20/waxman-gets-8-years-for-multimillion-dollar-philip-fraud.html
http://securities.stanford.edu/filings-case.html?id=100666
https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/documents/en/Proceedings-SOA/soa_20051209_philipservices.pdf
https://www.thespec.com/business/2011/08/24/waxman-wasn-t-the-reason-philip-services-fell-says-lawyer.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/894076/0000950150-97-001360.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1065736/0001047469-99-017816.txt
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Comparisons of GFL to Philip Services

Spruce Point finds a number of investment similarities between dual U.S./Canadian listed IPOs of GFL, and Philip Services, 

which crashed to insolvency and was later called “one of the great unprosecuted frauds of Canadian business history”. 

Philip Services GFL Environmental

Executive Elizabeth Joy Grahek was a legal advisor
Elizabeth Joy Grahek was General Counsel and now 

SVP of Strategic Initiatives

Business Overlap
Soil remediation / Landfill operations

Liquid waste management
Soil remediation / Landfill operations

Liquid waste management

Business Strategy
Roll-up via acquisitions first in Canada and 

then the U.S.
Roll-up via acquisitions first in Canada and 

then the U.S.

Financial Strategy Leverage used to accelerate growth Leverage used to accelerate growth

Overpayment For Companies Resulting 
in Overstated Goodwill 
And Intangible Assets

Philip said it expected that virtually all its goodwill, intangibles 
and $40m of fixed assets were impaired

Spruce Point has concerns about GFL’s $6.5bn of goodwill and 
intangibles in light of our belief it has overpaid for assets, and 

evidence some deals have had challenges

Cross Selling Opportunities
Pitched cross-selling as a strategic rationale of its roll-up 

business strategy
Pitches cross-selling as a strategic rationale of its roll-up 

business strategy

Margin Expansion Opportunities In Each 
Company’s Words

“We believe the margin expansion illustrates that Philip is 
achieving synergies from the more than 40 businesses it has 

acquired since the beginning of 1996”

“We then seek to build scale by making and effectively integrating 
tuck-in acquisitions that generate meaningful cost synergies by 

increasing route density, and drive margin expansion by leveraging 
our scalable infrastructure and centralized 

administrative capabilities”

Touted Acquisition During IPO
Promoted the pro forma merger of Allwaste and 

Serv-Tech in the U.S.
Promoted the pro forma merger of Waste Industries 

in the U.S.

Partnership with Ontario Teachers To 
Add Business Credibility

Prior to IPO, in October 1996, Philip entered into an agreement 
with the Ontario Teachers' Pension Board ("Teachers"), 

whereby Teachers' acquired a 30% equity interest in PUMC.

Prior to IPO in April 2018, GFL recapitalized with an investment by 
Ontario Teachers Pension Plan. Ontario Teachers owned 20% of 

outstanding GFL shares Pre-IPO

Capex and Operating Cash Flow 
Anomalies / Revisions

Revisions were made to operating cash 
flow and capex figures

We observe capex figures don’t reconcile to PP&E footnotes. 
Quarterly and semiannual supplemental capex figures don’t 

reconcile. Operating cash revisions made

Auditor Deloitte Deloitte

Stock Promoters CIBC / RBC / TD CIBC / RBC / TD

Outcome
Delisting and Insolvency

Regulatory and Shareholder Settlements
Prison for Waxman

?

Source: Philip Services, GFL and Spruce Point analysis
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What Happened To Executive Paul Borrelli Prior 
To GFL Registering To Going Public?

Per a BC Securities Commission filing we see that Paul Borrelli was a named executive officer of GFL as of April 2019 during a debt capital raise 

led by Barclays Capital. Oddly, Mr. Borrelli did not appear on the Company’s website, unlike the other officers, in April 2019 using the 

waybackmachine. Mr. Borrelli ceased to be an officer as of July 2019 and was not named in GFL’s F-1 Registration Statement when it was 

preparing to IPO. Mr. Borrelli has no public work biography, and does not maintain a LinkedIn account. His photo can be seen in 2014 accepting an 

award for GFL. His wife has a public Facebook profile and his photo appears next to her. We see that a Mr. Antonio Borrelli indicates that he 

knows Paul. His photo appears similar to a Mr. Antonio Borrelli who was sentenced to prison for a murder plot that injured an innocent bystander 

in 2004, and back to jail for “continuing to meet with mobsters”. The Globe and Mail says that Antonio Borrelli’s uncle is Pater Scarcella, 

“one of Toronto’s top mob figures” according to the police. 

Source: British 

Columbia Securities 

Commission

Source: Toronto Star Source: Facebook

Source: Ro On The Go 2014

By calling GFL’s automated phone directory 
(905-326-0101) we see that Paul Borrelli 

maintains a voicemail box and presumably is 
still an employee at GFL 

https://web.archive.org/web/20190408093459/http:/gflenv.com/leadership-profiles/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919004296/a2238902zf-1.htm
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/prisoner-of-conscience/article4220007/
https://www.bcsc.bc.ca/documents/view/A7H1M6GAL7F6D7FEH6F4A7DBV7H0
https://nationalpost.com/news/toronto/gunman-in-shooting-that-paralyzed-toronto-bystander-sent-back-to-prison-for-continuing-to-meet-with-mobsters
https://www.facebook.com/anna.aromatarioborrelli
http://rominaonthego.blogspot.com/2014/04/food-film-and-other-festivities.html
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CEO Dovigi’s Associations Should Give Investors 
Cause For Serious Concern (Cont’d)

GFL uses Campus Auto Collusion for its vehicle and equipment refurbishment. This reconnects CEO Dovigi with Claudio Villa, who plead guilty at 

Earthworx (a former GFL partner) in 2015 for dumping toxic dirt, while charges against GFL were dropped. Per Campus’ Instagram, Mr. Villa 

maintains relationships with individuals described as cousins. These individuals have names and images similar to those with past legal issues.    

Mob Events No Longer What 
They Used To Be
“Kris Della Pia, convicted of a 
drug conspiracy in a gang with 
an ex-Toronto officer.”
Source and Source

“Cousin Kris”

Soil broker Earthworx convicted of dumping toxic dirt at 
sheep farm - March 2015

“In a Star story last fall, GFL president and CEO Patrick Dovigi 
said his company chose to be a good corporate citizen by 
cleaning up the mess left on farmer Ruco Braat's land, in the 
hamlet of Bailieboro. Dovigi also said GFL took just 192 
truckloads to the farm and suggested that another soil 
company brought the dirty soil to Braat's land. After pleading 
guilty last week, Earthworx and its director, Claudio Villa, 
were fined $84,500 (plus a 25 per cent victim surcharge) for 
offences related to the deposit of soil contaminated with metals 
and organic compounds on the sheep farm.” Source

GFL CEO 

Pat Dovigi

Appears 

Similar To 

Kris Della Pia 

in the image 

below

“cuz”

Lucio Di Orio

Campus Collison

(LCG New 

Generation)

Claudio 

Villa

Campus Collison

(Prior: Earthworx)

https://www.pressreader.com/canada/toronto-star/20130727/282540130955392
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/veteran-officer-arrested-in-alleged-robbery-ring/article1037691/
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/03/10/soil-broker-earthworx-convicted-of-dumping-toxic-dirt-at-sheep-farm.html
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lucio-di-iorio-aa409986/?originalSubdomain=ca
https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/scr/cc/CorporationsCanada/fdrlCrpDtls.html?corpId=9279091
https://peelregion.bidsandtenders.ca/Module/Tenders/en/Tender/Detail/a5f40909-2ecf-4480-9011-6ea5df77fe3c
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Dovigi And Ford Connection

CEO Dovigi has a relationship with Campus Auto Collison, which by public photographs, services GFL’s fleet 

refurbishment. Campus Collision is also friendly with Doug Ford (as seen in the photo below), who the Globe and Mail 

said has a history with drug dealing.(1) Dovigi and Ford are in a small circle, centered around Campus Auto Collison.

Doug Ford Patrick Dovigi

Visible Portion of Yard Is 

Almost All GFL Trucks

1) “The Ford Family’s History With Drug Dealing”, Globe and Mail, May 25, 2013

Claudio 

Villa

Source: Google 

images (July 2019)

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/globe-investigation-the-ford-familys-history-with-drug-dealing/article12153014/
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CEO Dovigi’s Associations Should Give Investors 
Cause For Serious Concern (Cont’d)

At the same address as Campus Auto Collusion, where GFL sends trucks for refurbishment, there is another business registered 

called LCG New Generation. Mr. Di Orio, an owner of Campus, and Mr. Kris Della Pia are listed as the Directors of the Company. 

Source

Same Address As 
Campus Auto 

Collision

https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/scr/cc/CorporationsCanada/fdrlCrpDtls.html?corpId=9279091
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CEO Dovigi’s Associations Should Give Investors 
Cause For Serious Concern (Cont’d)

Earthworx also connects GFL, Mr. Dovigi and Director Dino Chiesa, to Gordon Churchill of Port Perry. Mr Churchill, in 

addition to Mr. Villa, were both referenced as directors/owners of Earthworx. Gordon pleaded guilty in June 2007 to 

charges of production of a controlled substance, unauthorized possession of a firearm and misconduct by peace officer. 

Gordon’s son Nick Churchill follows Villa’s Campus Auto on Instagram. Nick Churchill was also sentenced to prison.

Former Fenelon Township man sentenced to 
two years in jail after failed attempt to rip off 
marijuana grow

Dressing as a police officer and carrying a loaded rifle 
to rip off a marijuana grow operation in 2003 has 
resulted in a penitentiary sentence for a former 
Fenelon Township man. Nick Churchill, 34, did not 
visibly react as he was sentenced on Monday (Jan. 
26) to two years in prison
….
Mr. Churchill's father, Gordon, 55, and brother, Jody, 
31, Garfield Lefort, 33, and Phillip Weddel, 34, all of 
Port Perry, received jail terms and hefty fines when 
they were sentenced last year Source / SourceSource and Source

Source

https://www.mykawartha.com/news-story/3709135-former-fenelon-township-man-sentenced-to-two-years-in-jail-after-failed-attempt-to-rip-off-marijuana-grow/
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v03/n1359/a03.html
https://www.pressreader.com/canada/toronto-star/20110214/283089885630923
http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/south-cavan-second-report.pdf
https://www.instagram.com/campus_auto_collision/followers/
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Should Banks’ Reputational Risk Committees 
Reassure Investors?

But don’t worry, the underwriters who have promoted GFL’s stock to investors have “reputational risk” committees 

which vet clients. In the case of Goldman Sachs, did that stop them from funding 1MDB and Jho Low? 

And Did J.P. Morgan’s risk committee weigh in on dealing with sex offender Jeffery Epstein?

GFL’s Underwriters Goldman’s “Reputational Risk Management”

Source: NYTimes

Source: NYTimes

Source: Goldman Sachs

Source: GFL Prospectus

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/08/business/jeffrey-epstein-jpmorgan.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/11/business/goldman-sachs-1mdb-malaysia.html
https://www.goldmansachs.com/s/2019-proxy-statement/PDF/goldman_sachs-proxy2019_0037.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm
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Hot Potato Economics: Fourth Time Is A Charm 
To Sell Garbage To Public Investors

GFL has been flipped around like a hot potato pancake among multiple owners, gone through five CFOs and on 

its fourth try, came public. Spruce Point believes GFL was in such need for new equity capital, that it finally 

IPO’ed in March 2020, one of the worst months, and least advantageous times to raise capital, ever for equities. 

Macquarie-

backed 

Canadian 

waste 

management 

firm GFL plans 

C$1 bln IPO

GFL Seeks to 

Raise $2.1bn in 

Biggest Canada 

IPO Since 2004 / 

GFL Env’t 

canceled its IPO 

plans

March 2020:
During Peak COVID-19 TurmoilNov 2017 Nov 2019

GFL raises 

$1.4 billion in 

IPO amid 

volatile 

markets

Canadian 

Waste Firm 

GFL Hires 

RBC, Goldman 

and BMO for 

IPO

Jan 2019

Carlo Russo

Oct 2008 –

Dec 2012

Shawn 

Parnham

Dec 11 –

Aug 13

Roslyn 

Sambleton

Sep 13 –

Jan 17

David 

Beacon

May 17 –

Oct 18 

Luke Pelosi

Oct 18 –

Present

Roark Capital /

Genuity 

Capital / 

“Others?”

2007-2010

Highbridge 

Capital /

Hawthorn 

Equity

Nov 2014

Macquarie 

Infrastructure

Highbridge

Feb 2016

BC Partners

Ontario 

Teachers

April 2018

Add: 

Mom and Pop 

And Public 

Owners

March 2020

CFO

Investors

https://www.solidwaste.com/doc/roark-capital-commits-c105m-to-gfl-waste-and-0001
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/gfl-completes-reorganization-of-its-share-capital-516420851.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/gfl-environmental-inc-announces-completion-of-purchase-of-matrec-solid-waste-divison-from-transforce-inc-completion-of-private-offering-of-senior-unsecured-notes-and-completion-of-equity-investment-by-macquarie-567248761.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gfl-environmental-inc-announces-5-125-billion-recapitalization-with-new-investors-led-by-bc-partners-and-their-partner-otpp-300634207.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm
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Insights From Calls With Former 
GFL Employees: Will GFL Make Money?

“There are two parts, U.S. and Canada. Canada is quite saturated and prices are competitive. Chances of making big profits 
in solid waste, are not going to happen. GFL’s main money maker is the infrastructure business. I am less familiar with the 
U.S. side of the business. It’s tough to say if GFL will make money in the next year or two.” 

Former GFL 

Employee 2

“Will GFL ever make money from a high level. They talk about opportunities to expand margins, and acquire. Based on your 
experience, will they achieve these objectives in the long-run?”Spruce Point

“Do you have confidence GFL can make money?”Spruce 

Point

“Under the current management structure and people, no. I would never put a dime in there. If you could see a mature 
management in the industry, absolutely, there’s an opportunity….I have no confidence at this point and time.”

Former 

GFL 

Employee 1

“Does GFL have a path to profitability?”Spruce Point

Former 

Employee 3

“That’s the wildcard in the GFL story, that’s the gamble. Acquisitions play a key part to keep the momentum going. 
What happens when acquisitions stop? You need profitability. Can they turn around? Today they are not making money. 
That’s a fact. I don’t know if they can. They’ve acquired so rapidly.” 
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GFL’s “Free Cash Flow” vs. 
Spruce Point Reality

C$ in mm

6M Ended 
June 30, 2019

6M Ended 
June 30, 2020

% 
Difference

GFL vs. 
Reality 

H1
2020

GFL Free 
Cash Flow

Spruce Point 
Adjusted Free 

Cash Flow

GFL
Free 

Cash Flow

Spruce Point 
Adjusted Free 

Cash Flow

Cash From Operations $36.3 $36.3 $82.0 $40.9 -49.0%

Less: Purchase of PP&E & Intangibles (Capex) ($206.9) ($240.2) ($220.0) ($261.1) +18.7%

Free Cash Flow ($170.6) ($203.9) ($138.0) ($220.2) -59.5%

We have shown that both GFL’s operating cash flow and capital expenditures do not reconcile. 

As a result, we believe its free cash flow is also misstated. We believe true H1 2020 free cash flow burn was ~60% 

worse than reported by GFL. 

“When you think about how cash flow and leverage should play out over the balance of the year, we 
should incur an additional $140 million to $150 million of CAPEX and approximately $140 million, $145 

million of cash interest costs in the second half of the year. If you layer on the conservative assumption of 
working capital, ending the year as cash flow neutral, you get to a free cash flow number of somewhere 
between $275 million and $300 million for the back half of the year, depending on your views of where 

we end up in terms of EBITDA.”

It’s Hard To Rely On 

GFL’s Free Cash 

Flow Forecasts 

When Tangible 

Evidence That Both 

Operating Cash 

Flow And Capex Are 

Misstated Source

Source: GFL and Spruce Point Analysis

Note: Spruce Point Adjusted capex uses the “additions” from the PP&E footnotes 
Since Jan 1, 2019 GFL has spent over C$1.8bn on acquisitions and OCF 

has barely increased while FCF has worsened. Granted there is a COVID-

19 impact in H1 2020, but with so much money spent on acquisitions, 

Spruce Point is surprised there is no FCF growth.

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4366390-gfl-environmental-inc-gfl-ceo-patrick-dovigi-on-q2-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single


GFL’s CEO Has An Incomplete 
Biography And Has Connections To 
Many Controversial People
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The Waste Management Industry

Right or wrong, the waste management business has often been associated with organized crime and illegal 

activity, a fact that GFL’s CEO acknowledges and downplays. In fact, 18 years ago one of the largest corporate 

accounting frauds in U.S. history was perpetuated by Waste Management, a company audited by defunct 

auditor Arthur Andersen. GFL’s audit engagement partner, Stephen Dominic DiGiacomo, started his career as a 

Staff Accountant at Arthur Andersen from 1999-2002. (1,2)

“I’m in the waste management 
business. Everyone assumes your 
mobbed up. It’s a stereotype.”

Source: SEC EnforcementSource: The Soprano’s
1) PCAOB

2) DiGiacomo LinkedIn Profile

3) “One Man’s Trash, How Patrick Dovigi Built GFL Into A Waste Empire”, Globe & Mail, Sept 2019

Dovigi has heard the rumours. “People like to think it’s like an episode of The Sopranos. Given my last name, there’s been some 
suspicion,” he told an interviewer in 2012. Tony Soprano, America’s favourite garbageman mobster, had only been off the air a few 
years when Dovigi splashed onto the scene in Toronto. Reflecting on the talk now, he laughs. “People would always say, ‘Who is this 
kid? How’s he doing this? It must be the Mafia that’s involved,’” says Dovigi, whose stocky six-foot frame and dark hair would 
certainly get him an audition for the part. “The things people were saying were just insane. It was funny. It’s all just noise.”

Dovigi 

Interview

Globe & Mail

Sept 2019 (3)

https://www.sec.gov/news/headlines/wastemgmt6.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyvUFmm3h54
https://pcaobus.org/Pages/AuditorSearch.aspx#k=GFL
https://www.linkedin.com/in/steve-digiacomo-0144902/
http://ezine.dmdigital1.com/sep2019ROB/137980C84438456018BD91AC0DA54E72/Sep2019ROB.pdf
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A New Face Emerges In The Waste 
Management Industry….

Despite the waste management industry being mature, and intensely competitive, there is a story of a rags to riches empire being

built by Canadian Patrick Dovigi, founder of Green For Life (GFL). With the support of Canadian backers and banks, GFL has rolled-

up over 143 companies since 2007. GFL’s big break came in 2011 when it won a lucrative 7yr contract from the City of Toronto 

during controversial Mayor Rob Ford’s tenure. Given the low bid submitted by GFL, some observers cried foul play.(1) During our 

research, we learned GFL turned to the U.S. as growth and competition limitations and constraints in certain Canada end markets 

like solid waste are being reached. Through a Nov 2018 merger with Waste Industries in the U.S., GFL became the 4th largest 

environmental services company in North America. In our opinion, Dovigi’s success from aspiring NHL goalie to garbage magnate 

is a carefully curated narrative. However, based on our detailed investigative background check, forensic review of GFL’s 

financials, and discussions with former employees knowledgeable about GFL, we believe investors should exercise extreme 

caution, have skepticism about GFL’s financials, and question the “bull case” narrative being spun by stock promoters that it will 

become a profitable enterprise. 

Source: The Globe And Mail Source: Financial Post

1) “Bargain Basement” Garbage Contract Smells A Bit Fishy – Ford For Toronto

Source: GFL

http://ezine.dmdigital1.com/sep2019ROB/137980C84438456018BD91AC0DA54E72/Sep2019ROB.pdf
https://business.financialpost.com/technology/hockey-pro-turned-garbage-tycoon-plans-canadas-largest-ipo
http://fordfortoronto.mattelliott.ca/2011/10/19/new-garbage-contract/
http://gflenv.com/patrick-dovigi-wins-ernst-young-award/
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Insights From A Call With A Former 
GFL Employee

“You’ll never find them, and you don’t want anything to do with them...”
Former 

GFL 

Employee

“Would you describe them as highly ethical good people, should we do more investigation?”Spruce 

Point

“Why did you leave GFL?”Spruce 

Point

“I felt the Company had to go in a different direction and it wasn’t going there. I also had ethical concerns and had no interest in 
continuing with the Company.” 

Former 

GFL 

Employee

“Can you talk about the history, who were the initial backers, whose idea was the operation, and how did it evolve? Seems like 
the initial equity backers have moved on at this point.”

Spruce 

Point

“I have to say this very gently….a number of owners have come and gone and moved on. There’s certainly a group still behind 
the scenes pulling the strings at this Company and I’m not prepared to say any more about that.”

Former 

GFL 

Employee

Note: These perspectives are from an employee of GFL who left over 3 years ago but still follows the Company
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Why Does GFL’s CEO Make Omissions In His 
SEC And SEDAR-Filed Biographies? 

Dovigi’s current biography was modified to omit his ties to Lower East Capital Partners (Andy DeFrancesco / Romeo 

DiBattista / Frank Mersch), which would have linked him to NGTV and other parties. His biographies also omits his role 

as VP, Brovi Investments (Romeo DiBattista), Right Lease, and PJD Properties – a currently active entity that Mr. Dovigi 

appears to use to develop and sell properties (eg. Recently a St. Regis condo in Florida). In the next slide, we highlight 

why investors might care about Dovigi’s association with these businesses and people. 

Source: Initial F-1 Filed July 19, 2019
Source: Final Prospectus Filed March 4, 2020

GFL website

Source: S-1 NGTV, Field Feb 3, 2006

Dovigi’s Director Bio 

with NGTV:

Past Associations 

With 

Brovi Investments 

and Right Lease

First

Dovigi 

Biography 

Filed For 

GFL’s IPO

Final And 

Current

Dovigi  

Biography 

For GFL

??

??

https://therealdeal.com/miami/2018/09/20/shlomy-alexander-pays-5-5m-for-st-regis-bal-harbour-condo/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919004296/a2238902zf-1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm
https://investors.gflenv.com/English/esg/executive-management/default.aspx
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095012906000953/a16366orsv1.htm
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CEO Dovigi’s Associations Should Give Investors 
Cause For Serious Concern

Through either one or two degrees of separation, GFL’s CEO has been closely associated with people that have been involved 

with various business scandals, some of which have involved charges (and convictions) for fraud and imprisonment. 

Gregg Mulholland

Current: Prison/Felon

Dovigi had Property Dealings With 

The Mulholland's. Gregg Is A

Two-Time SEC Charged Stock 

Promoter

Andy DeFrancesco

Current: Delavaco

Prior: Director, NGTV

(owner Lower East Capital Partners)

Prior: Fareport Capital (Scandal)

Prior: Aphria Scandal 

Prior: Sol Global

Prior: Perfesians Holdings

Prior: InfoSonics/Cool Holdings

Romeo DiBattista, Jr

Current: Brovi Investments

Current: Owner Regent Capital 

(formerly Kingsdale)

Prior: Fareport Capital (Scandal)

(owner: Lower East Capital Partners)

Prior: Bellair Ventures 

Prior: Perfesians Holdings

Barry Honig 

“Microcap Fraudster”

Past: Riot Blockchain

Past: Venaxis/Bioptix

Donald R. Pollard

Current: 

CEO Lakeridge 

(U.S, Subsidiary of 

Regent Capital)

Pollard Pled Guilty 

To Criminal Charge 

of Falsifying 

Business Records

Tied To A Cash For 

Gold Operation

Chuck Rizzo

Current: Prison/Felon

Prior: Rizzo 

Environmental a 

growth partner to GFL

Michael Galloro

Prior: Delavaco

Prior: InfoSonics/Cool Holdings

Prior: Bellair Ventures

Prior: Venaxis/Bioptix

GFL CEO Patrick Dovigi

Prior: Director, NGTV Feb 2004-2006

Prior: VP, Brovi Investments

Prior: Lower East Capital Partners

Concerns:

• Brovi Sued Dovigi for allegedly 

misappropriating funds 

• Donated To Ford’s Campaign

Richard David

Prior: CFO NGTV

Prior: Simon Marketing, VP of 

Finance and Administration 

(Mob-linked McDonald’s Scandal)

“Where were the controls?”

Frank Mersch

Current: Front Street Cap. 

Past: Lower East 

Capital Partners (NGTV)

Past: Altamira Mgmt.

OSC: Misleading 

regulators; trading ban

Alleged Drug History

Claudio Villa

Current: Campus 

Auto Collision

Prior: Director 

Earthworx 

Villa plead guilty and 

fined in relation to 

dumping toxic dirt

Gord Churchill

Past: Earthworx 
Plead guilty of police 

officer impersonation, 

weapons, drug production

Sons: Nick and Jody Churchill

Todd Ficeto, 

Florian Homm 

Past: Investor in 

NGTV through Hunter 

World Markets

Fraudulent Scheme 

To Manipulate Stocks

Paul Borrelli

Past: GFL Executive

Current: Employee

Antonio Borrelli

Past: Prison

Gunman in shooting 

sent back to prison 

for continuing to 

meet with mobsters

Peter Scarcella

(Uncle of Antonio)

Past: Prison

“Top Mob Boss”

Rob Ford (Wikipedia)    Doug Ford (Wikipedia)

Current: Deceased 

Prior: Mayor Toronto

Scandal: Crack Cocaine Use / Alleged Ties to 

Organized Crime

Toronto Star investigation cites that Ford and 

DiBattista Jr. know each other and have spent 

time at DiBattista Jr’s club

Controversy: Did GFL Win Its Toronto Garbage 

Contract Fairly?

“Bargain Basement” Contract Smells Fishy

“Garbage In, Garbage Out”

“Winning Bidder No Stranger To Controversy”

https://biv.com/article/2016/04/us-causes-hardship-accused-swindlers-wife
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2017/lr23719.htm
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2014/01/02/1349562/0/en/Delavaco-Residential-Properties-Corp-Announces-Completion-of-Qualifying-Transaction.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00009651
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/fists-lawsuits-fly-in-taxi-scandal/article4119455/
http://www.teribuhl.com/2019/05/30/andy-defrancesco-sued-for-securities-fraud-for-role-in-aphria-apha/
https://business.financialpost.com/cannabis/cannabis-business/cannabis-investing/cannabis-dealmaker-andy-defrancesco-resigning-from-sol-global-to-lead-spin-off-investment-entity
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1049861/000093041304002857/c30773_sb-2a.txt
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/infosonics-announces-strategic-name-change-to-cool-holdings-inc-300666259.html
https://romeodibattistajr.org/
https://www.iiroc.ca/Documents/2019/2cca258c-ba51-4dac-9e58-184bf6c4a55c_en.pdf#search=kingsdale
https://cto-iov.csa-acvm.ca/ArticleFile.asp?Instance=101&ID=14A26D9C6A594DAE9AE9488A8FB42B30
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/fists-lawsuits-fly-in-taxi-scandal/article4119455/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095015006000032/a16366a4sv1za.htm
http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/215123?noredir=1
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1049861/000093041304002857/c30773_sb-2a.txt
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2018-182
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/01/21/former-riot-blockchain-ceo-to-settle-for-alleged-market-manipulation.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1167419/000165495416004500/ex996.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/853643/000085364320000001/lakeridgesec.pdf
https://brokercheck.finra.org/individual/summary/2181631
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2014/01/02/1349562/0/en/Delavaco-Residential-Properties-Corp-Announces-Completion-of-Qualifying-Transaction.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/infosonics-appoints-michael-galloro-to-its-board-of-directors-and-roger-rai-as-board-advisor-300662159.html
http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/215123?noredir=1
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1167419/000165495416004500/ex996.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-magazine/business-is-picking-up-at-garbage-upstart-green-for-life/article22759312/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/winning-bidder-for-toronto-garbage-contract-no-stranger-to-controversy/article559012/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095013406013609/a16366a5sv1za.htm
https://nypost.com/2018/07/30/how-a-cop-mobsters-and-mormons-fixed-mcdonalds-monopoly/
https://www.forbes.com/2001/08/24/0824dog.html#79d8ed7e5f09
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095012906006676/a16366a3sv1za.htm
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:_FKIEWFOZDMJ:https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/fund-manager-mersch-forced-to-repay-altamira-92-million/article18427413/+&cd=3&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us
https://www.osc.gov.on.ca/en/Proceedings_set_19980610_mersch.htm
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/globe-investigation-the-ford-familys-history-with-drug-dealing/article12153014/
http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/south-cavan-second-report.pdf
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/03/10/soil-broker-earthworx-convicted-of-dumping-toxic-dirt-at-sheep-farm.html
http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/south-cavan-second-report.pdf
https://www.yorkregion.com/news-story/1439954-newmarket-man-pleads-guilty-in-marijuana-heist/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1283794/000095012906000953/a16366orsv1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2011/comp21865.pdf
https://www.bcsc.bc.ca/documents/view/A7H1M6GAL7F6D7FEH6F4A7DBV7H0
https://nationalpost.com/news/toronto/gunman-in-shooting-that-paralyzed-toronto-bystander-sent-back-to-prison-for-continuing-to-meet-with-mobsters
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/prisoner-of-conscience/article4220007/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rob_Ford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doug_Ford
https://www.thestar.com/news/city_hall/2013/11/01/rob_ford_crack_video_the_story_behind_the_bombshell_investigation.html
http://fordfortoronto.mattelliott.ca/2011/10/19/new-garbage-contract/
http://spacing.ca/toronto/2014/05/12/lorinc-garbage-garbage/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/winning-bidder-for-toronto-garbage-contract-no-stranger-to-controversy/article559012/
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Alleged Connection To “Organized Crime”…..

Prior to GFL, Dovigi worked for Romeo DiBattista at Waste Excellence Corporation "WEC".(1.2) WEC emerged from 310 

Waste, a company charged with numerous environmental issues with three men sent to jail.

From a blog on the internet claiming to be a deposition in the trial of 310 Waste, a deponent referred to Pat Dovigi, Andy 

DeFrancesco and Romeo DiBattista as “part of organized crime”.(3)

Source UrbanToronto and Source1) Waste Excellence Corp

2) The Star

3) The claimed leaked transcript has not been verified through the Canadian court system. As a result, Spruce Point does not endorse the authenticity or accuracy of this information. 

https://urbantoronto.ca/forum/threads/rob-fords-toronto.14268/page-1941
http://timeaftertime26.blogspot.com/
http://archives.york.ca/councilcommitteearchives/pdf/apr%2013%20debattista.pdf
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:a47wl0mKkgAJ:https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2008/03/07/three_jailed_for_waste_fire_companies_must_pay_17m.html+&cd=5&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us
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CEO Dovigi’s Associations Should Give Investors 
Cause For Serious Concern (Cont’d)

GFL uses Campus Auto Collusion for its vehicle and equipment refurbishment. This reconnects CEO Dovigi with Claudio Villa, who plead 

guilty at Earthworx in 2015 for dumping toxic dirt, while charges against GFL were dropped. Per Campus’ Instagram, Mr. Villa maintains 

relationships with individuals described as cousins. These individuals have names and images similar to those with past legal issues.    

Mob Events No Longer What 
They Used To Be
“Kris Della Pia, convicted of a 
drug conspiracy in a gang with 
an ex-Toronto officer.”
Source and Source

“Cousin Kris”

Soil broker Earthworx convicted of dumping toxic dirt at 
sheep farm - March 2015

“In a Star story last fall, GFL president and CEO Patrick Dovigi 
said his company chose to be a good corporate citizen by 
cleaning up the mess left on farmer Ruco Braat's land, in the 
hamlet of Bailieboro. Dovigi also said GFL took just 192 
truckloads to the farm and suggested that another soil 
company brought the dirty soil to Braat's land. After pleading 
guilty last week, Earthworx and its director, Claudio Villa, 
were fined $84,500 (plus a 25 per cent victim surcharge) for 
offences related to the deposit of soil contaminated with metals 
and organic compounds on the sheep farm.” Source

GFL CEO 

Pat Dovigi

Claudio 

Villa

Campus Collison

(Prior: Earthworx)

Appears 

Similar To 

Kris Della Pia 

in the image 

below

“cuz”

Lucio Di Orio

Campus Collison

(LCG New 

Generation)

https://www.pressreader.com/canada/toronto-star/20130727/282540130955392
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/veteran-officer-arrested-in-alleged-robbery-ring/article1037691/
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/03/10/soil-broker-earthworx-convicted-of-dumping-toxic-dirt-at-sheep-farm.html
https://peelregion.bidsandtenders.ca/Module/Tenders/en/Tender/Detail/a5f40909-2ecf-4480-9011-6ea5df77fe3c
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lucio-di-iorio-aa409986/?originalSubdomain=ca
https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/scr/cc/CorporationsCanada/fdrlCrpDtls.html?corpId=9279091
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Employee Observation

One employee listed as a driver, says “I think management get kick backs”.  

Source: Indeed

https://ca.indeed.com/cmp/Gfl-Environmental/reviews/just-a-job?id=9023f8e0eade4d1d
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CEO Dovigi’s Associations Should Give Investors 
Cause For Serious Concern (Cont’d)

At the same address as Campus Auto Collusion, where GFL sends trucks for refurbishment, there is another business registered 

called LCG New Generation. Mr. Di Orio, an owner of Campus, and Mr. Kris Della Pia are listed as the Directors of the Company 

Source

Same Address As 
Campus Auto 

Collision

https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/scr/cc/CorporationsCanada/fdrlCrpDtls.html?corpId=9279091
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CEO Dovigi’s Associations Should Give Investors 
Cause For Serious Concern (Cont’d)

Earthworx also connects GFL, Mr. Dovigi and Director Dino Chiesa, to Gordon Churchill of Port Perry. Mr Churchill, in 

addition to Mr. Villa, were both referenced as directors/owners of Earthworx. Gordon pleaded guilty in June 2007 to 

charges of production of a controlled substance, unauthorized possession of a firearm and misconduct by peace officer. 

Gordon’s son Nick Churchill follows Villa’s Campus Auto on Instagram. Nick Churchill was also sentenced to prison.

Former Fenelon Township man sentenced to 
two years in jail after failed attempt to rip off 
marijuana grow

Dressing as a police officer and carrying a loaded rifle 
to rip off a marijuana grow operation in 2003 has 
resulted in a penitentiary sentence for a former 
Fenelon Township man. Nick Churchill, 34, did not 
visibly react as he was sentenced on Monday (Jan. 
26) to two years in prison
….
Mr. Churchill's father, Gordon, 55, and brother, Jody, 
31, Garfield Lefort, 33, and Phillip Weddel, 34, all of 
Port Perry, received jail terms and hefty fines when 
they were sentenced last year Source / SourceSource and Source

Source

https://www.mykawartha.com/news-story/3709135-former-fenelon-township-man-sentenced-to-two-years-in-jail-after-failed-attempt-to-rip-off-marijuana-grow/
http://www.mapinc.org/drugnews/v03/n1359/a03.html
https://www.pressreader.com/canada/toronto-star/20110214/283089885630923
http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/south-cavan-second-report.pdf
https://www.instagram.com/campus_auto_collision/followers/
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Board Member Friends With Romeo DiBattista

GFL’s longest tenured Director is Dino Chiesa. We find him connected to Mr. DiBattista on Facebook as friends. 

Source: Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/dino.chiesa.3323
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Lots of Question Marks Around GFL And Its CEO 
According To The Local Press

City staff had anticipated a $6-million savings by carrying out Mayor Rob Ford's controversial plan to privatize garbage collection; 
GFL is offering closer to $11-million in annual savings. But opponents of Mayor Rob Ford's plan to contract out garbage 
questioned whether the company's bargain bid -- GFL undercut the next lowest bidder by $3.5-million -- is too good to be true.

"Right now I can't believe that this bid is true and I haven't received either from the independent financial review or city staff enough 
reassurance that I should trust this number,“ said Councillor Gord Perks, who sits on the public works committee. Mr. Perks said he 
fears the company's bid is too low to be sustainable and will require residents to either fork over more cash in coming years or have 
no waste collection services should operations fail.

"If they can't deliver on price, we are going to find ourselves two or three years from now with them holding a gun to our heads
because we will have laid off our staff, sold our trucks and will be completely dependent on them," he said. "I have particular 
concerns with this contract because it is so far off the mark that the rest of the marketplace has set.“

Councillors in Kawartha Lakes recently rejected a contract renewal with GFL, despite the company submitting the lowest bid. City
staff argued that its bid was "misleading" and decided to give the contract to Miller Waste Systems, according to reports.

Source: “Winning bidder for Toronto garbage contract no stranger to controversy” - The Globe and Mail, Oct 19, 2011

“But in April, 2007, his mentor, Romeo DiBattista Sr., informed him that his services were no longer needed. The DiBattista family, 
which had stakes in businesses as diverse as concrete-forming, meat processing, real estate and broadcasting, also sued Dovigi for 
allegedly misappropriating $673,000 in funds.”

Source: “Business is picking up at garbage upstart Green for Life” - The Globe and Mail, Feb 3, 2015

Note: The suit was settled

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/winning-bidder-for-toronto-garbage-contract-no-stranger-to-controversy/article559012/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-magazine/business-is-picking-up-at-garbage-upstart-green-for-life/article22759312/
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Dovigi And Ford Connection

CEO Dovigi has a relationship with Campus Auto Collison, which by public photographs services GFL’s fleet 

refurbishment. Campus Collision also is friendly with Doug Ford (as seen in the photo below), who the Globe and Mail 

said has a history with drug dealing.(1) Dovigi and Ford are in a small circle, centered around Campus Auto Collison.

Doug Ford Patrick Dovigi

Yard Is Almost 

All GFL Trucks

1) “The Ford Family’s History With Drug Dealing”, Globe and Mail, May 25, 2013

Claudio 

Villa

Source: Google 

images (July 2019)

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/globe-investigation-the-ford-familys-history-with-drug-dealing/article12153014/
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Vanity Projects With Friends That Are Dead 
Costs With No Return To Investors

For a Company that struggles to generate positive free cash flow, GFL is not shy about spending on areas of the 

business that add nothing to the bottom line, but help friends of GFL. Below is an example of, admittedly, excellent work 

by a company called Interior Motives Upholstery. 

Source: Instagram

Hopefully 

Arms-Length 

Transactions 

And GFL 

Paying A 

“Fair” Price

“The Company has a lot of leakage, as in revenue coming in and cost going out.”
Former 

GFL 

Employee

https://www.instagram.com/interiormotives_upholstery/?hl=en
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Spruce Point Does Not Suggest Investing In 
“Larger Than Life” CEOs

Based on our research and opinion, we believe CEO Dovigi lives a large lifestyle, supported by generous company perks such 

as a car allowance and private use of jet. We have identified multiple marquee properties owned by Dovigi. He is known to 

have a side hobby of developing properties, which has engendered complaints and lawsuits.(1) Spruce Point does not 

believe investors should accept its CEO being distracted with real estate ventures on the side.

Spruce 

Point 

Warning

Source /  Source Source and Source

Source

Source

Miami Toronto Top of Ritz Carlton: Toronto

Muskoka Island House Whistler

Source: GeoWarehouse

88 Davenport - Toronto

Source: NSNews

1) District of Muskoka

https://www.agroupdevelopment.com/on-the-market
https://www.bizjournals.com/southflorida/news/2020/07/22/gfl-environmental-ceo-sells-bal-harbour-mansion.html
https://vimeo.com/182924611
https://home.ca/toronto-real-estate/28-sandringham-drive
https://www.wsj.com/articles/muskoka-canadas-vacation-home-haven-gets-a-modern-makeover-1472739690
https://www.hollyhunt.com/shuffler/pdf/Objekt_Winter1617.pdf
https://www2.geowarehouse.ca/
https://www.nsnews.com/news/u-s-causes-hardship-for-accused-swindler-s-wife-1.2245352
https://www.mla.on.ca/web/default/files/public/Letter%20to%20Twp%20Muskoka%20Lakes%20re%20PJD%20properties%20Feb%2016%202017%20%5bCopy%2019196217%5d.pdf
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Spruce Point Does Not Suggest Investing In 
“Larger Than Life” CEOs (Cont’d)

Shareholders are picking up the tab for CEO Dovigi to purchase a new car annually and personal use of the 

Company jet. As a CEO who is reportedly a billionaire, it begs the question why can’t he afford this on his own 

without burdening GFL, a chronically cash consumptive enterprise, with these additional costs. 

Spruce 

Warning

“On the day of our photo shoot, Dovigi 
arrives in a sleek black Lamborghini 
SUV, which he’d bought three months 

earlier and planned to swap for another 
set of wheels three months later. “I don’t 
smoke, I don’t drink, I don’t do drugs. I 
don’t have any vices except for one—

cars,” he says. 
“Every six months, I get a new one.”

Source: “Trash Talking, How Patrick 

Dovigi Built GFL Into A Waste Empire”, 

Globe and Mail, August 2019

Source: IPO Prospectus, p.179 

Source: Lady Jorgia and SuperYachtSource: Chartright

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/business/rob-magazine/article-trash-talking-how-patrick-dovigi-built-green-for-life-into-a-waste/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm#ea18701_certain_relationships_and_related_party_transactions
https://www.fraseryachts.com/en/yacht-for-charter/lady-jorgia/
https://www.superyachttimes.com/yacht-news/yacht-lady-jorgia-sold
https://chartright.com/fleet/challenger-350-c-gflu/
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Obscured Related-Party Dealing 
With The CEO

The Company leases property from PJD Properties Inc. Upon further investigation, we find that this is an entity 

controlled by CEO Patrick J. Dovigi. Why didn’t GFL describe this in its notes on related party transactions, and 

what, if any, other transactions are not being disclosed?

PJD = Patrick J. Dovigi (source)
Feb 19, 2019 Credit Agreement, filed March 11, 2020

IPO Prospectus

No 
Disclosure 

About 
Renting 
CEO’s 
Office
Space

https://muskokalakes.civicweb.net/document/98196
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919005190/a2239603zex-10_1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm#ea18701_certain_relationships_and_related_party_transactions
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Why Is GFL Leasing A Mansion From 
A Current Employee?

Given the multitude of lavish properties that CEO Dovigi owns, we find it unusual that GFL leases a mansion from Daryl 

Goodwin, a current employee and seller of Enviro-Smart Organics to GFL. We believe this should be considered a 

related-party transaction. We believe this is an excessive perquisite for an employee, even if a portion of the land is 

being used for business purposes.(1)   Does CEO Dovigi use this property as well when in BC? 

Feb 19, 2019 Credit Agreement, filed March 11, 2020

Daryl Goodwin: 
Current: GFL District Manager /
Enviro-Smart Organics

Source: Google Maps    1) City of Delta Report

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919005190/a2239603zex-10_1.htm
https://www.zoominfo.com/p/Daryl-Goodwin/-1362010985
https://delta.civicweb.net/document/187993
https://delta.civicweb.net/document/182791


Evidence of Aggressive Revenue, 
EBITDA, Adjusted EPS, Free Cash 
Flow, Debt Presentation And Serious 
Financial Control Issues
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Obscured Organic Growth And Inability To 
Gauge GFL’s Economic Roll-Up Value Creation

Spruce Point has consistently argued that roll-up investments should be evaluated on the merits of their ability to produce 

organic revenue growth, and by extension, organic earnings and cash flow. We observe that GFL, having completed over 143 

acquisitions, does not give investors adequate disclosures or insight into organic growth. The crux of the issue is that GFL 

does not announce, or disclose, the names of many of its acquisitions. For acquisitions that are disclosed, it infrequently 

provides acquisition deal size or financial contributions of targets. 

GFL’s disclosures make it impossible for investors to evaluate its ability to create value. 

Disclosure Category Spruce Point Observation

Individual Acquisition Announcements Larger ones some times, smaller ones infrequent/never

Discloses Price Paid Sometimes

Discloses Consideration Mix (Cash/Stock/Note/Earnout) Rarely

Discloses Sales of Acquired Entity (growth history) Sometimes (never)

Discloses EBITDA Contributed Rarely

Discloses Growth History/Expectations of Acquisition Never

Discloses Capex To Grow/Maintain the Acquisition Rarely

Ongoing Financial Reporting

Contribution to sales of Acquisitions Only on consolidated basis (1)

Segment: Solid Waste Only quantified price/volume in residential, not commercial 

Segment: Infrastructure Did not quantify mix between organic price/volume

Segment: Liquid Waste Did not quantify mix between organic price/volume

Contribution to Operating Costs of Acquisitions Just a generic statement about acquisitions driving up costs

“Our ability to continue to grow our business and generate improvements in our financial performance depend on our ability to continue to 
expand our environmental services platform by leveraging our diversified business model to broaden our geographic reach and scalable 
capabilities. Our success in achieving this growth and improvements is dependent on our ability to execute on our three-pronged strategy 
of: (i) continuing to generate strong, stable organic revenue growth; (ii) successfully executing strategic, accretive acquisitions; and (iii) 
continuing to drive operating cost efficiencies across our platform.”

GFL 

Q1 2020 

MD&A

1) The Q1 2020 and Q2 2020 disclosure provided was irrelevant to determining the current quarter impact, citing revenues since April 1, 2019: Q1 Example: “Revenue from 

acquisitions completed since April 1, 2019 accounted for approximately $180.2 million of the increase, the majority of which was in our Solid Waste business”

“If I were to take a conservative estimate, well over 50% of GFL’s 100+ acquisitions I’d characterize as a failure.”
Canada 

Industry 

Observer

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002996/a2241567zex-99_2.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920091103/tm2026086d1_ex99-2.htm
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Inability To Reconcile GFL’s Acquisition Claims

Former GFL CFO Shawn Parnham started in Dec 2011 and left 2013, claiming 21 completed deals. Yet, GFL’s total deals 

completed from 2011 – 2013 are claimed to be 16, and total deals from 2007-2013 are 23. 

It’s hard to have faith in GFL’s numbers when they don’t reconcile. 

Source: GFL F-1 p.14 

Source: LinkedIn

16

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001195/a2240798z424b4.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shawn-parnham-cpa-cma-2858501b/?originalSubdomain=ca
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By Our Estimation, GFL’s Business Model 
Has No Operating Leverage

Source: Pre-Covid19 analysis of GFL financials and Spruce Point Research. 

C$ in mm 2016 2017 2018 2019
LTM 

3/31/20
CAGR

2017-2019

Revenues (A) -- $1,333.1 $1,852.6 $3,346.9 $3,557.3 58.4%

Employees 4,381 5,071 9,500 11,500 13,000 50.6%

Avg Employees (B) -- 4,726 7,286 10,500 11,333 49.1%

Total Revenues / 
Avg Employee (A/B)

-- $282,078 $254,286 $318,752 $313,885 6.3%

“By positioning ourselves as a "one-stop" environmental services provider, we plan to leverage our diverse service 

offerings to unlock potential cross-selling opportunities across our business lines. As we execute on our growth 

strategies, we will continue to leverage our scalable capabilities to manage costs and drive higher operating margins.”

Spruce Point stress-tests this claim by analyzing GFL’s revenue and key operating costs per employee, the two biggest 

being employee benefits and transfer and disposal fees. We find no evidence of operating leverage being created.

Revenue 

Per 

Employee

Cost Per 

Employee

Spruce 

Point 

Reality

GFL

Claim

C$ in mm 2017 2018 2019
LTM 

3/31/20
CAGR

2017-2019

Transfer/Disposal Costs (A) $348.0 $475.9 $873.5 $919.7 58.4%

Total Employee Benefits (B) $409.4 $590.7 $1,022.5 $1,102.5 58.0%

Average Employees (C) 4,726 7,286 10,500 11,333 49.1%

Transfer/Disposal Costs per 
Average Employee (A/C)

$73,637 $65,317 $83,193 $81,152 6.3%

Total Wages and Comp / 
Average Employee (B/C)

$86,632 $81,076 $97,379 $97,278 6.0%
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Insights From A Call With A Former
GFL Employee Confirm Our View

“What is your opinion of GFL’s financial and accounting reporting systems? Were they accurate and robust enough to give 
investors an accurate and insightful view of the Company?”

“Yes, I think the IT infrastructure is solid, but where they breakdown is on the operations. If you don’t have a robust operational 
accounting system, you can’t roll that properly upstairs. One problem is if you don’t have independent reporting for each line of 
business, you get movement of cost and revenue that shouldn’t move. So for example, if you want to beef up the margins in one
business you allocate costs [elsewhere]. That’s one weakness in the financials for sure. Commercial should be doing 36% of EBIT,
Industrial 16%, Residential 10% of EBIT. Transfer stations can be either a cost or profit center. So when the market is looking is 
looking for 35/36% commercial and you’re not producing that, you can move costs to the transfer station where no one cares or
landfill where you’re making 46/50% and you can see those shenanigans going on without proper operational reporting.” 

Spruce 

Point

Former 

GFL 

Employee

“Do you think it’s a stretch they are making 22% EBITDA margins.” 
Spruce 

Point

“I can tell you from my perspective from the business I was involved in, they were operating no where near industry standard.” 
Former 

GFL 

Employee

“GFL prospectus claims margin expansion opportunities: “As we execute on our growth strategies, we will continue to leverage 
our scalable capabilities to manage costs and drive higher operating margins”. What do you think of this?”

“(Chuckle) It’s a pretty story; sounds awfully good. You can’t achieve that if you don’t have the structure in place. Let me explain. 
No secret they wanted to go public multiple times but failed.  Have to have a national infrastructure and systems in place; GFL 
doesn’t have it in place. Mr Dovigi is reluctant to do it. That’s a roadblock. The history of GFL is independent cowboy operators, 
which is great, but when you try to put senior managers from the large public companies in place, none of them last. Look at the
CFO position, they’ve had like 5 people roll through that position in 4 years. Patrick runs it his way.”

Spruce 

Point

Former 

GFL 

Employee

“GFL will play with its numbers. If one division is outperforming to forecasts, they’ll transfer some of those dollars to a division 
that isn’t performing so well to bolster those numbers. An example would be between hauling and transfer stations. They’ll 
allocate the repair/fuel/labor to truck repair and transfer, over to hauling to bolster either P&L to basically suit what the market 
is looking for. Should they do it, no, do they do it, yes.  But that’s not unique to GFL; GFL is a special case. GFL is aggressive.”

Former 

GFL 

Employee

Note: These perspectives are from an employee of GFL who left over 3 years ago but still follows the Company
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GFL’s Material Weakness: Was It Resolved,
Or Quietly Minimized?

From its first SEC filing on July 19th 2019 – Feb 3th, 2020 GFL included language that pointed to a material weakness of 

financial controls. Yet, mysteriously this language disappeared in its final IPO prospectus in March 2020, leading 

investors to believe that the weakness was either remedied or did not exist.(1) Upon further investigation, including a 

review of GFL’s Q1 and Q2 2020 results, Spruce Point finds evidence that financial control deficiencies may still exist.

Failure to comply with requirements to design, implement and maintain effective internal control over financial reporting could have a material 

adverse effect on our business and stock price.

As a privately-held company, we were not required to evaluate our internal control over financial reporting in a manner that meets the standards of 

publicly traded companies required by Section 404(a) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act ("Section 404"), in the United States, or National Instrument 52-

109—Certification of Disclosure in Issuers' Annual and Interim Filings ("NI 52-109"), in Canada.

In connection with the audit of our consolidated financial statements, management has identified certain control deficiencies during its 

time as a privately-held company that together amount to a material weakness. A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, 

in internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the company's annual or interim 

consolidated financial statements will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis. During this time, we did not have in place an effective control 

environment with formal processes and procedures or an adequate number of accounting personnel with the appropriate technical training in, 

and experience with, IFRS to allow for a detailed review of complex accounting transactions, including business combinations, that would 

identify errors in a timely manner. In addition, we did not design or maintain effective controls over the financial statement close and reporting 

process in order to ensure the accurate and timely preparation of financial statements in accordance with IFRS.

Subsequent to December 31, 2018, management has taken steps to address the material weakness and implement a remediation plan, 

which management believes will address the underlying causes. The Company has engaged external advisors to provide financial accounting 

assistance in the short term and we continue to evaluate and document the design and operating effectiveness of our internal controls and execute the 

remediation and implementation of our internal controls as required. The Company has hired a Vice President of Internal Audit and has reallocated existing 

senior finance personnel to focus on the design and effectiveness of internal controls. The Company is in the process of increasing certain personnel 

responsibilities to enhance appropriate segregation of duties where possible, establishing a more comprehensive review and approval process and 

implementing additional internal reporting procedures. While management believes that the steps taken to date are adequate in addressing the 

material weakness, the material weakness identified above cannot be considered remediated until the applicable relevant controls operate for a 

sufficient period of time and management has concluded, through testing, that these controls are operating effectively. No assurance can be 

provided at this time that the actions and remediation efforts will effectively remediate the material weakness or prevent the incidence of other 

material weakness in the Company's internal control over financial reporting in the future.

Source: Initial F-1 (July 2019) and F-1 (Feb 3, 2020) 

1) Final Prospectus (March 2020) states “if material weaknesses are identified” and “Our testing, or the subsequent testing by our independent registered public accounting firm, may reveal 

deficiencies in our internal controls over financial reporting that are deemed to be material weaknesses which could result in a material misstatement of our annual consolidated financial 

statements, our interim reports, or disclosures that may not be prevented or detected.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919004296/a2238902zf-1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920000673/a2240427zf-1a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm
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Revenue Control Issues

Spruce Point believes that if revenue cannot be accurately depicted, then investors should have limited 

confidence in GFL’s entire financial reporting. We observe that GFL’s historical revenue for Q1 2019 does not 

even match between its Management Discussion & Analysis section and its Financial Statements. We believe this is 

an extreme concern and GFL’s audit committee should investigate. 

Spruce 

Warning

Source: Q1 2020, Financials  F-15 Source: GFL Q1 2020 MD&A p. 5

“I would describe the Company as very aggressive.”
Former GFL

Financial 

Professional

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002996/a2241567zex-99_1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002996/a2241567zex-99_2.htm
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Even Worse Revenue Control Issues

Spruce Point finds it troubling that GFL restated results and did not notify investors of the change. The large 

increase of intercompany revenue, and boosting of Solid Waste segment results, is alarming in light of our research.
Spruce 

Warning

Source: Q1 2020, F-15, Filed May 12, 2020 Source: F-1 p. 82 Filed July 19, 2019

Original SEC IPO Filing Recent Q1 2020 Results

“GFL will play with its numbers. If one division is outperforming to forecasts, they’ll transfer some of those dollars to a division 
that isn’t performing so well to bolster those numbers. An example would be between hauling and transfer stations. They’ll 
allocate the repair/fuel/labor to truck repair and transfer, over to hauling to bolster either P&L to basically suit what the market 
is looking for. Should they do it, no, do they do it, yes.  But that’s not unique to GFL; GFL is a special case. GFL is aggressive.”

Former 

GFL 

Employee

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002996/a2241567zex-99_1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919004296/a2238902zf-1.htm
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Even Worse Revenue Control Issues 
(Cont’d: Q2 2020)

Spruce Point finds it troubling that GFL restated results again in Q2 2020. Solid waste revenues mysteriously 

increased by $12m.  The large increase of intercompany revenue, and boosting of Solid Waste segment results, is 

alarming in light of our research.

Spruce 

Warning

Source: Q2 2020, F-16, Filed Aug 6, 2020 Source: F-1 p. 87 Filed 2019

Original SEC IPO Filing Recent Q2 2020 Results

“GFL will play with its numbers. If one division is outperforming to forecasts, they’ll transfer some of those dollars to a division 
that isn’t performing so well to bolster those numbers. An example would be between hauling and transfer stations. They’ll 
allocate the repair/fuel/labor to truck repair and transfer, over to hauling to bolster either P&L to basically suit what the market 
is looking for. Should they do it, no, do they do it, yes.  But that’s not unique to GFL; GFL is a special case. GFL is aggressive.”

Former 

GFL 

Employee

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920091103/tm2026086d1_ex99-1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919005523/a2239788zf-1a.htm
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Run Away Fast From “Run-Rate EBITDA”

GFL’s Run-Rate EBITDA is a term heavily disclaimed by GFL and was questioned by the SEC Pre-IPO.(1) By reading 

the fine print, Spruce Point believes GFL management has wide discretion to over-estimate EBITDA to portray itself 

in the best light possible. 

Spruce 

Warning

1) SEC Comment Letter

Source: F-1 pp. 38-39 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000000000019012522/filename1.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001107/a2240837zf-1a.htm
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Mysterious Adj. EBITDA Margin Inflation
(Q1 2020)

Spruce Point also sees that GFL restated its Adjusted EBITDA to make the USA Waste segment’s margins look 

much better by +2.1% (210bps). Again, the boost came from the “Corporate” or “Intercompany” account.  Given 

GFL’s growth angle is in the U.S., it could provide motivation to inflate this figure.  

Spruce 

Warning

Source: Q1 2020, F-16, Filed May 12, 2020

Original SEC IPO Filing Showing March 31, 2019 Recent Q1 2020 Results Showing Q1 2019

Source: F-1 p. F-20 Filed July 19, 2019

March 31, 2019 Adjusted EBITDA  (Pre-Corporate) Reported Revenue Adjusted EBITDA Margin

$ in mm Pre-IPO Post-IPO Pre-IPO Post-IPO Pre-IPO Post-IPO

Canada Waste $49.6 $49.8 $195.6 $195.9 25.4% 25.4%
USA Waste $98.7 $105.6 $341.0 $341.0 28.9% 31.0%

Infrastructure/Soil $21.2 $21.2 $110.9 $110.9 19.1% 19.1%
Liquid Waste $17.5 $16.7 $73.4 $73.1 23.7% 22.9%

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002996/a2241567zex-99_1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919004296/a2238902zf-1.htm
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Mysterious Adj. EBITDA Margin Inflation
(Q2 2020)

GFL restated its Adjusted EBITDA a second time in Q2 2020 to make the USA Waste segment’s margins look 

much better by +2.1% (210bps). The boost came from allocating more costs to the “Corporate” or account.
Spruce 

Warning

Source: Q2 2020 press release  filed Aug 2020

Original SEC IPO Filing Showing June 30, 2019 Recent Q2 2020 Results Showing Q2 2019

Source: F-1 p. 107 Filed Nov 2019

June 30, 2019 Adjusted EBITDA  (Pre-Corporate) Reported Revenue Adjusted EBITDA Margin

$ in mm Pre-IPO Post-IPO Pre-IPO Post-IPO Pre-IPO Post-IPO

Canada Waste $71.4 $71.5 $254.7 $254.4 28.0% 28.1%
USA Waste $101.0 $109.0 $372.7 $372.2 27.1% 29.2%

Infrastructure/Soil $23.4 $23.4 $114.4 $114.3 20.4% 20.5%
Liquid Waste $23.9 $23.2 $89.9 $89.7 26.6% 25.9%

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920091103/tm2026086d1_ex99-2.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919006024/a2239933zf-1a.htm
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Unexplained Income Statement 
Reclassifications

Source: Q2 2020 press release

More unexplained revisions to key financial statement metrics in Q2 2020 to Cost of Sales and SG&A cast doubt 

on GFL’s transparency and financial reporting practices.

Source: GFL F-1 Amendment 3

Gross margin fell from 
11.3% to 11.1% or  

20bp YoY

SG&A fell because of 
depreciation being 

restated from $5.7m 
to $3.0m without 

explanation 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gfl-environmental-reports-second-quarter-2020-results-301107140.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919005523/a2239788zf-1a.htm
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Is GFL Misrepresenting Its Leverage?

GFL Q2 2020 Results Post IPO

Source: Q2 2020  press release

GFL IPO Prospectus

Source: IPO Prospectus – March 4, 2020 

In our opinion, GFL is showing investors an inaccurate measure of its leverage. Per its own IPO 

Prospectus, its lenders evaluate it on a “Net Funded Debt” measure, and not “Total Gross Debt” as depicted in its 

recent earnings press release. GFL completely ignores capital and operating leases (among other forms of debt) 

in its reporting to investors.

Spruce 

Warning

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920090960/tm2026086d2_ex99-1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm
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Spruce Point’s Adjusted Leverage

Recall on the previous slide, GFL claims its Total Gross Debt is C$5,217m. However, this figure conveniently ignores leases, related-

party debt owed to CEO Dovigi and the TEU Notes which are debt equivalents. We estimate GFL’s debt is C$460m more than 

reported and financial data providers fail to capture the adjustments. The table below is our pro forma estimate for the planned 

acquisition of Waste Management / Advanced Disposal assets and WCA Waste. 

C$ in mm 6/30/20
Spruce Point 
Adjustments

WM 
Acquisition (1)

WCA 
Acquisition (2)

Pro Forma
6/30/20

Cash and Equivalent $723.9 -- ($577.0) -- $146.9

Credit Facility -- -- $577.0 ($151.0) $426.0

CP Related Party Note -- $12.8 -- -- $12.8

CP of Leases Obligations -- $38.7 -- -- $38.7

CP Tangible Equity 6% Amortizing Note due 2023 -- $63.4 -- -- $63.4 

CP of Long-Term Debt $3.9 -- -- -- $3.9

Current Portion (CP) Debt: $3.9 $114.9 $577.0 ($151.0) $544.8

Term Loan L+3% due 2025 $2,803.6 -- -- -- $2,803.6

Tangible Equity 6% Amortizing Note due 2023 -- $156.8 -- -- $156.8 

7% Snr Unsecured Due June 2026 $551.9 -- -- -- $551.9

8.5% Snr Unsecured Due May 2027 $490.6 -- -- -- $490.6

New Issue: 4.25% due 2025 (1) $681.4 -- -- -- $681.4

5.125% Snr Unsecured Due Dec 2026 $681.4 -- -- -- $681.4 

Related Party Notes To Dovigi -- $37.2 -- -- $37.2

Long-Term Lease Obligations -- $151.4 -- -- $151.4

WCA New Debt -- -- -- $1,001.0 $1,001.0

Other Misc. Equipment Loans and Debt $8.0 -- -- -- $8.0 

Less: CP of LT Debt ($3.9) -- -- -- ($3.9)

Gross Total Long-Term Debt: $5,213.0 $345.4 -- $1,001.0 $6,559.4

Total Long-Term and CP Debt $5,216.9 $460.3 $577.0 $850.0 $7,104.2

Less: Cash ($723.9) -- $577.0 -- ($146.9)

Net Debt $4,493.0 $460.3 $1,154 $850.0 $6,957.3

GFL Claimed 2020E EBITDA Run Rate EBITDA $1,060.0 $1,060.0 $127.0 $154.0 $1,340.0

Net Debt / Run Rate EBITDA 4.2x 4.7x -- -- 5.2x
1) Deal announced 6/25/20. EBITDA and C$1.154bn cost per GFL. Assume 50/50% cash and debt funding 

2) Assumes purchase price and fees, less $801m of preferred equity, is the balance funded with debt
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The Market Miscalculates GFL’s Valuation 
And Leverage

Spruce Point believes the Tangible Equity Units (TEUs) should be bifurcated between their debt and equity 

components. The instruments can be separated by the holders, and settled at any time at the holder’s option.

C$ in mm (unless specified US$) 6/30/20
Pro Forma 

Adjustments(1)

Pro Forma
6/30/20

Sub Voting Shares Outstanding 314.3 -- 314.3

TEUs Convertible To Sub Voting Shares -- 31.0 31.0

Preferred Shares Issued WCA -- 23.8 23.8

Multiple Voting Shares Outstanding -- 12.1 12.1

Total Shares Outstanding 314.3 66.9 381.2

Share Price – C$ C$28.06 -- C$28.06

Share Price – US$ $21.23 -- $21.23

Market Capitalization – C$ $8,819.6 $1,878.0 $10,697.6

Market Capitalization – US$ $6,672.8 $1,420.9 $8,093.7

Total Debt (See Slide) $5,216.9 $1,887.3 $7,104.2

Less: Cash ($723.9) $577.0 ($146.9)

Net Debt $4,493.0 $2,464.3 $6,957.3

Enterprise Value – C$ $13,312.0 $4,342.3 $17,654.9

Enterprise Value – US$ $9,969.7 $3,229.2 $13,198.9

Method Unit C$ Par Value %

1 Note Value (A)(1) $8.5143 17.0%

Equity Value (B-A) $41.4857 83.0%

Unit Issue Price (B) $50.0000 100.0%

2 Current Note 
Book Value

$156.8 15.0%

Current TEU 
Book Value

$865.6 85.0%

Book Value 6/30/20 $1,022.4 100.0%

Units Outstanding (A) 15.5m

% of Value Equity (B) 85%

Equity Units  (A x B) = C 13.2m

Conversion to Sub Voting 
Shares Per Unit (D) (1)

2.36m

# of Units Convertible To 
Sub Voting Shares (C x D)

31.0m
1) For Spruce Point adjustments and for planned Waste Management and WCA asset acquisitions

2) Per the prospectus “Each amortizing note will have an initial principal amount of US$8.5143, will bear interest at the rate of 4.00% per annum and will have a final installment payment 

date of March 15, 2023. Upon any settlement on the mandatory settlement date, we will deliver not more than 2.6316 subordinate voting shares and not less than 2.1930 subordinate voting 

shares per purchase contract, subject to adjustment, based upon the applicable settlement rate and applicable market value of our subordinate voting shares

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001195/a2240798z424b4.htm
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Acquisition EBITDA Falling Fast

Source: Q2 2020 press release

Run-Rate EBITDA declined sequentially from Q1 to Q2 from C$1,059.5m to C$1,036.3, by or 2.2%

It’s noteworthy that “Acquisition EBITDA” fell materially by 38.5% sequentially. 

Certainly, the poor timing of deploying over C$1.1 billion in Q1 during peak COVID-19 didn’t help. 

Source  Q1 2020 press release

C$ 1.1 Billion Spent on Acquisitions In Q1 2020 C$ 12.3 Million Spent on Acquisitions In Q2 2020

“If I were to take a conservative estimate, well over 50% of GFL’s 100+ acquisitions I’d characterize as a failure.”

Industry 

Observer 

Familiar With 

GFL In Canada 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gfl-environmental-reports-second-quarter-2020-results-301107140.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gfl-environmental-reports-first-quarter-2020-results-301057112.html
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We Believe GFL’s “Adjusted EPS”Is Flawed

1) GFL rounded down to a loss of 3 cents when the loss was 3.5 cents. We believe GFL should have rounded to a loss of 4 cents

C$ in mm
Q1 2020

GFL Reported
(A)

Q2 2020
GFL Reported

(B)

6M Ended 
June 30, 2020

(A+B)

6M Ended 
June 30, 2020
GFL Reported

Net Loss ($277.9) ($115.5) ($393.4) ($393.5)

Add Back To Net Income:

Amortization of Intangibles $99.1 $111.1 $210.2 $210.2 

PP&E Depreciation (recap) $4.7 $4.7 $9.4 $9.4 

IPO Transaction Costs $41.3 $4.9 $46.2 $46.2 

Loss on Debt Extinguishment $133.2 $0.0 $133.2 $133.2 

Amortization of Deferred Financing Fees $17.4 $2.9 $20.3 $22.6 

Mark-to-Market Gain on TEUs ($88.4) $74.2 ($14.2) ($14.2)

FX Loss $106.0 ($8.4) $97.6 $97.6 

Transaction Costs $11.2 $7.7 $18.9 $18.9 

Acquisition Rebranding And Other Integration Costs $7.7 $1.5 $9.2 $9.2 

TEU Amortization $0.2 $0.9 $1.1 $1.1 

Tax Effect ($66.0) ($72.2) ($138.2) ($138.2)

Adjusted (Loss) Gain ($11.5) $11.8 $0.3 $2.5

Weighted Average Basic and Dil. Share Count 326.4 360.4 360.4 360.4

Adjusted EPS (0.03)(1) $0.03 $0.00 $0.01

We view GFL’s “Adjusted EPS” as highly problematic. We don’t understand why GFL is adding back $4.9m of IPO costs in Q2 despite its 

IPO occurring early March 2020 in Q1. GFL’s cash flow statement in Q2 shows no further inflows from equity issuance. Even more 

perplexing, GFL boosted an amortization add-back of deferred financing fees in the first half by $2.3m that is not mathematically supported 

by the fees in Q1 and Q2 2020. This allowed it to claim a $0.01 per share adjusted profit. As a result, we do not trust the reported results.    

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002991/a2241616zex-99_1.htm
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/gfl-environmental-reports-second-quarter-215200782.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/gfl-environmental-reports-second-quarter-215200782.html
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GFL’s Cash Flow Statement Appears To 
Inflate Operating Cash Flow By 2x

C$ in mm
Q1 2020

GFL Reported
(A)

Q2 2020
GFL Reported

(B)

6M Ended 
June 30, 2020

(A+B)

6M Ended 
June 30, 2020
GFL Reported

Net Income ($278.0) ($115.5) ($393.5) ($393.5)

Depreciation and Amortization of PP&E $122.7 $123.6 $246.3 $246.3 

Amortization of Intangibles $99.1 $111.1 $210.2 $210.2 

Interest and other Finance Costs $269.4 $95.4 $364.8 $364.8 

Share Based Payments $15.7 $4.2 $19.9 $19.9 

FX (gain) loss on Long-Term Debt $71.2 ($7.5) $63.7 $104.8 

Loss on Sale of PPE $1.6 $0.5 $2.1 $2.1 

Mark-to-Market on TEU purchase contracts ($88.4) $74.2 ($14.2) ($14.2)

Mark-to-Market Loss on Fuel Hedge $1.2 $0.6 $1.8 $1.8 

Current Income Tax Expense $1.7 $2.0 $3.7 $3.7 

Deferred Tax Recovery ($89.4) ($40.3) ($129.7) ($129.7)

Interest Paid In Cash, Net ($159.7) ($84.9) ($244.6) ($244.6)

Income Taxes Paid Cash, Net ($3.2) ($0.8) ($4.0) ($4.0)

Changes in Non-Cash Working Capital Items ($54.0) ($28.5) ($82.5) ($82.5)

Landfill closure and post-closure expenditures ($1.2) ($1.9) ($3.1) ($3.1)

Cash From Operations ($91.3) $132.2 $40.9 $82.0 

After a careful examination of GFL’s operating cash flows, we find an irreconcilable add-back for foreign exchange 

exposures on long-term debt. Spruce Point believes FX changes on long-term debt should not be viewed as an 

operating cash flow. This allowed GFL to show nearly double the cash flow from operations in the first half of the year at 

$82.0m versus $40.9m. The Company touted the growth in cash flow below.

“For the six months ended June 30, 2020, cash flow from operating activities was $82.0 million, an increase of 
125.9% compared to the same period in the prior year”

GFL Touts Its 

Tremendous Cash 

Flow Growth
Source

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002991/a2241616zex-99_1.htm
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/gfl-environmental-reports-second-quarter-215200782.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/gfl-environmental-reports-second-quarter-215200782.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920090960/tm2026086d2_ex99-1.htm
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Capex Appears Understated Leading To 
Free Cash Flow Overstatement

Source: Q2 2020 financial statements

Note: GFL reports zero organic additions to intangible asset in H1 2020

GFL’s capex listed through the cash flow statement does not reconcile with capex additions through the PP&E 

accounts. As a result, we believe capex is being capitalized on the balance sheet by at least C$41.1m

GFL Reported 

C$220m of 

Purchases of 

PP&E And 

Intangibles (Capex) 

In H1 2020 

Through Its Cash 

Flow Statement

GFL’s PP&E 

Accounts 

(ex: Intangibles) 

Show C$261.1m of 

“Additions” 

or  “Capex” Over 

The Same Time 

Period

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920091103/tm2026086d1_ex99-1.htm
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More Capex Anomalies

Looking carefully at the bottom of the cash flow statement, GFL reports “supplemental information” related to 

“asset additions financed through leases”. We observe that that Q1 2020 + Q2 2020 results do not equal H1 2020 results. 

The magnitude of the misreporting is $15.7 million, or nearly 100%. 

Q1 2020 

Supplemental 

Disclosures on 

Capex Additions 

Financed Through 

Leases

Q2 2020 

Supplemental 

Disclosures on 

Capex Additions 

Financed Through 

Leases

Source: Q2 2020 financials

Source: Q1 2020 financials

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920091103/tm2026086d1_ex99-1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002996/a2241567zex-99_1.htm
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Philip Service Corp. Also Had 
Capex Anomalies

Source: Philip Service IPO Prospectus – Nov 10, 1997

Note: Philip discloses average C$ FX rates

Spruce Point observes that Philip Services Corp. also understated its Capex through the cash flow statement after 

completing its IPO in the U.S. and Canada. The stock eventually collapsed towards insolvency.

Notice Key Revisions To Cash Flow And CapexPhilip Service Corp – IPO Financials In Canadian Dollars 

6M June 
30,

1997

6M June 
30,

1996

Dec 31,
1996

Dec 31,
1995

Dec 31,
1994

Avg C$ FX Rate 0.7269 0.7310 0.7330 0.7307 0.7302

US$ Capex Converted $32.4 $16.7 $43.9 $27.0 $21.8

US$ Capex Reported - 1997 $30.0 $23.3

Philp Services Financials – Post IPO Financials In US$ Dollars

Source: Philip Service 1997 10-K

Note: Philip changed its parent company’s functional 

currency to US$ in 1997 (See Note 2)

Converted

To US$

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/894076/0000950150-97-001620.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/894076/0000950150-98-000503.txt
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Philip Service Corp. Anomalies (Cont’d)

Source: Philip Service 1997 10-K

As Philip Service Corp. continued to file financial statements, we see that 1996-1997 total operating cash burn was 

revised up from -$175m to -$224m. Over the same time period, Capex was revised from $92.4m to $82.9m. 

As a result total free cash burn from these two years was revised higher from $267.5m to $307.1m. 

Notice Key Revisions To Cash Flow And CapexPhilip Service Corp Cash Flow Statement 

Source: Philip Service 1998 10-K

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/894076/0000950150-98-000503.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/894076/0000950135-99-002225.txt
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Spruce Point Has A Track Record Identifying Capex 
Accounting Anomalies As Leading Indicators of 
Underlying Problems

GFL’s capex accounting irregularities should not be taken lightly by investors. Spruce Point has a strong record of success 

unearthing previously-unidentified financial strain among companies reporting irregular or inconsistent capex figures. Included in 

these are some of our most successful short campaigns.

Report NASDAQ: CSTE | Aug 2015 / Oct 2015 NYSE: AOS | May 2019 and Twitter NYSE: USC | May 2018

Ent. Value $1.7 billion $7.8 billion $1.7 billion

Company 
Promotion / 

Situation 
Overview

Leading quartz countertop manufacturer capable of 
producing sustainable 43% and 26% gross and EBITDA 
margins, while producing double digit growth in the 
fast growing U.S. market. The Company claimed it 

needed to increase capex to construct a manufacturing 
facility in the U.S. to accelerate its North American 

expansion

Leading maker of water heaters and treatment 
products, boilers, and air purifiers. Fast and 

sustainable growth in China, allowing for corporate 
gross margins in excess of industry peers.

Highly accretive and synergistic North American 
roll-up of ready-mix concrete operations capable 

of expanding margins and growing earnings

Our Criticism Our intense fundamental and forensic due diligence 
uncovered evidence of slowing U.S. growth, and 

margin pressure being covered-up. We also expressed 
grave concerns about the Company’s strategy to 

build a U.S. manufacturing facility and believed its 
capex costs seemed overstated, which would allow 

capitalization of costs on the balance sheet and
potentially overstate earnings. Our background work 

into CEO Yos Shiran also revealed a pattern of 
mismanagement at Tefron, an Israeli textile company, 

that promoted a unique technology but failed

Our intensive due diligence revealed a number of 
capital expenditure anomalies, notably consistent 
mis-forecasting. These capex issues appeared to 

point to gross margin inflation via expense 
capitalization. Shifting revenue recognition standards

pointed to the possibility of aggressive booking of 
sales. Excessive spending on a protracted ERP
implementation also appeared to be linked to

accounting and financial issues

Becoming more aggressive in acquisitions to grow 
and providing limited deal transparency. GAAP vs. 
Non-GAAP strain intensifying. Leverage rising to 

pre-bankruptcy levels. CEO has hidden from 
disclosure a DWI arrest for reckless driving. 
Aggressive use of capital leases to embellish 

EBITDA. Management's history of meeting Capex 
guidance is horrendous. PP&E accounts suggest 
overcapitalization of costs with vehicle accounts 

up 500% yet physical trucks up 100%

Successful 
Outcome

Two CEO/CEO’s and two CFO/CFO’s of Caesarstone 
subsequently resigned. The Company later reported 
numerous manufacturing problems in both its new 
U.S. production and Israeli facilities. Gross margins 
contracted to 25%. The share price has fallen ~80% 

from our initiation price

Following a report from J Capital, AOS admitted that it 
had been engaging an undisclosed material supply 

chain partner in China, confirming suspicions of 
channel-stuffing. In Q2 2018, not long after we 
published our report, AOS substantially revised 
guidance, showing weakness in China with sales 

projected down 16-17%. AOS fired the President of 
A.O. Smith China in Feb 2020 following our report

Following our report, USCR continued to miss 
analyst expectations numerous times. In April 
2019, a regional executive resigned and in Feb 
2020, USCR announced its CEO would “retire”. 

Shares declined by approximately 55% following 
our report 

Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. Short-selling involves a high degree of risk, including the risk of infinite loss potential. Please see Full Legal Disclaimer at the front of the presentation.
The recommendations shown above are not intended to be exhaustive. A full list of all recommendations made over the past twelve months can be found on our website 

https://www.sprucepointcap.com/cste-ltd/
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/cste-ltd-followup/
https://sumzero.com/pro/research/ideas/17287
https://twitter.com/sprucepointcap/status/1129024921865207810
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/u-s-concrete-inc/
https://ir.caesarstone.com/news/news-details/2016/Caesarstone-Announces-Departure-of-CEO/default.aspx
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180322005616/en/Caesarstone%C2%A0Announces%C2%A0Raanan%C2%A0Zilberman%E2%80%99s%C2%A0Resignation-Appointment-Yair-Averbuch-Interim-Chief-Executive%C2%A0Officer
https://ir.caesarstone.com/news/news-details/2017/Caesarstone-Announces-Planned-Transition-to-New-Chief-Financial-Officer/default.aspx
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20181001005148/en/GMS-Announces-Resignation-Chief-Financial-Officer
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312519163453/d753067d8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312519206137/d782672dex991.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/91142/000119312520046710/d870480d8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1073429/000107342919000091/form8-k20190418resignation.htm
http://investorrelations.us-concrete.com/news-releases/news-release-details/us-concrete-announces-retirement-william-j-sandbrook-chief
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GFL’s “Free Cash Flow” vs. 
Spruce Point Reality

C$ in mm

6M Ended 
June 30, 2019

6M Ended 
June 30, 2020

% 
Difference

GFL vs. 
Reality 

H1
2020

GFL Free 
Cash Flow

Spruce Point 
Adjusted Free 

Cash Flow

GFL
Free 

Cash Flow

Spruce Point 
Adjusted Free 

Cash Flow

Cash From Operations $36.3 $36.3 $82.0 $40.9 -49.0%

Less: Purchase of PP&E & Intangibles (Capex) ($206.9) ($240.2) ($220.0) ($261.1) +18.7%

Free Cash Flow ($170.6) ($203.9) ($138.0) ($220.2) -59.5%

We have shown that both GFL’s operating cash flow and capital expenditures do not reconcile. 

As a result, we believe its free cash flow is also potentially misstated. We believe adjusted H1 2020 free cash flow burn 

was ~60% worse than reported by GFL. 

“When you think about how cash flow and leverage should play out over the balance of the year, we 
should incur an additional $140 million to $150 million of CAPEX and approximately $140 million, $145 

million of cash interest costs in the second half of the year. If you layer on the conservative assumption of 
working capital, ending the year as cash flow neutral, you get to a free cash flow number of somewhere 
between $275 million and $300 million for the back half of the year, depending on your views of where 

we end up in terms of EBITDA.”

It’s Hard To Rely On 

GFL’s Free Cash 

Flow Forecasts 

When Tangible 

Evidence That Both 

Operating Cash 

Flow And Capex Are 

Misstated Source

Source: GFL and Spruce Point Analysis

Note: Spruce Point Adjusted capex uses the “additions” from the PP&E footnotes 
Since Jan 1, 2019 GFL has spent over C$1.8bn on acquisitions and OCF 

has barely increased while FCF has worsened. Granted there is a COVID-

19 impact in H1 2020, but with so much money spent on acquisitions, 

Spruce Point is surprised there is no FCF growth.

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4366390-gfl-environmental-inc-gfl-ceo-patrick-dovigi-on-q2-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
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Unusual GFL Landfill Capacity Revisions

Source: Q1 2020  press release – May 12, 2020

Source: IPO Prospectus – March 4, 2020 

IPO 

Prospectus

Disclosure

Q1 2020

Disclosure

There’s a saying: “If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it”. We find it concerning that GFL is restating 

permitted landfill capacity from year end 2019, along with its Quebec fixed level capacity from 15 years to 9.8 years 

– a meaningful reduction. 

Spruce 

Warning

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002991/a2241616zex-99_1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm
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Management Arguing For Significant 
One-Time Adjustments Without Justification?

Interestingly, GFL reports significantly higher unit-level landfill amortization than most peers – perhaps due to its relatively high exposure 

to liquid waste. However, in its latest quarterly release, management claimed that a purported $35m one-time adjustment – for which no 

details were provided whatsoever in prior SEC filings – would have reduced FY19 unit-level landfill amortization by ~25%. We wonder why 

such an enigmatic “one-time” item can simply be ignored when calculating GFL’s true underlying unit-level landfill amortization.

Source: GFL Q1 2020 6-K

Note: Per WM 10-K, 

one cubic yard of 

waste is 

approximately equal 

to one ton of waste

GFL Now 

Discloses 

Enigmatic 

“One-Time” 

Adjustment?

Waste 

Management

Republic 

Services

Source: WM 2019 10-K

Source: RSG 2019 10-K

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920002996/a2241567zex-99_2.htm
https://investors.wm.com/static-files/c74a7404-e0e4-44fb-adde-3ee09fb7ce9d
https://investor.republicservices.com/static-files/a5fd2469-9c94-4546-8ae0-a5d3c67e6896
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GFL Commentary At Odds With Market 
And It Walking Back Expectations

During Q2 earnings season, GFL talked up a bullish recovery, especially in July, when most competitors were 

signaling caution, GFL then later recalibrates expectations around working capital benefits. 

“Now the last sort of 3 weeks post, I would say the July long. We can, we've seen the business significantly uptick 
and is trending much closer to budget, then we've been for the whole year. 

So all signs are pointing in the right direction.”

GFL CEO

Dovigi

“Through July we were seeing landfill volumes up slightly sequentially. However, we were not experiencing the 
typical seasonal ramp we usually see during the summer months.”

Casella Waste

Q2 Earnings Call

“Sure. Yes. I mean, we are, to your point, seeing July continue to accelerate, albeit at a slightly slower pace. 
I mean, look, this kind of went from zero to not 70 miles an hour, but probably zero to 60 miles an hour pretty fast, 

and now we're moving back towards 70 miles an hour.”

Waste 

Management

Q2 Earnings Call

“Despite my comments about the strength of collections, given the uncertainty in the
current environment, we think it's prudent to adjust these expectations to remaining flat
for working capital for the year as a whole. We continue to see real upside opportunity in
the area of working capital. We're just re-calibrating expectations as to when those dollars

will be realized. In terms of the cadence, the anticipated Q3 revenue increase as we
rebound from Q2 will put pressure on Q3's working capital. So we expect Q3 to be close

to flat when the majority of the second half recovery will be realized in Q4.”

GFL CFO

Luke Pelosi

Q2 Earnings Call

Source: GFL Earnings Call

Source: WM Earnings Call

Source: CWST Earnings Call

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4366390-gfl-environmental-inc-gfl-ceo-patrick-dovigi-on-q2-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4362617-waste-management-inc-wm-ceo-james-fish-on-q2-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4366236-casella-waste-systems-inc-cwst-ceo-john-casella-on-q2-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
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While The Stock Promoters Play Up GFL’s 
M&A Abilities And Opportunities….

Source: Jefferies Initiation, July 1, 2020

Be careful when a stock analysts (notably Jefferies with the second highest price target in the world on GFL) gloss over 

things with euphemistic language like “hiccups” to describe GFL’s “successful” entry into the U.S. We believe the reality 

is much more bleak, and shows serious lapses in GFL’s acquisition due diligence process, notably Rizzo Environmental

Spruce 

Point 

Warning
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Spruce Point Believes GFL Overpays For 
Deals To Fuel Its Growth

Announced
Acquiror 

(Merger Partner)
Target Company

Enterprise 
Value

Est
Sales

Est
EBITDA

Est EBITDA
Margin

EV / 
Sales

EV / EBITDA

May 2019 Harsco Clean Earth $625 $300 $65 21.6% 2.1x 9.6x

June 2019 NRC Group U.S. Ecology $966 $955 $216 22.6% 1.1X 8.1x

Mar 2018 Tervita Newalta $1,477 $1,964 $185 9.5% 0.7x 8.0x

Jan 2016 Progressive Waste Conn $7,815 $4,100 $1,300 31.7% 1.9x 6.0x

July 2012 Highstar
Veolia U.S. Solid 
Waste Business

$1,900 $818 -- -- 2.3x --

Average: 1.6x 8.0x

1) American Waste sales deduced from disclosure of Interim Acquisitions (combined American Waste and Country Waste) contributing $442m of annualized revenue

2) Waste360 M&A analysis, GFL proxy and Moody’s credit analysis 

3) Per Transforce financial filings and converted to US$

4) Per Recycling Today, A roll-up itself of 60 acquisitions

Source: Valuation at announcement. Company information, Spruce Point Research. 

Announced Target Company
Enterprise 

Value
Estimated

Sales
Estimated

EBITDA
Estimated

Margin
EV / 
Sales

EV / EBITDA

Aug 2020 WCA $1,210 $400 $105 26% 3.0x 11.5x

June 2020 Waste Mgmt. Assets $835 $345 $93 ~27% 2.4x 9.0x

March 2019 Bestway (Colorado) $84 $30 $10 30% 2.8x 10.0x

Dec 2019 County Waste $480 $180 -- -- 2.7x --

Jan  2020 (1) American Waste $380 $262 -- -- 1.4x --

Average: $860 $442 $98.9 22.3% 2.5x 10.2x

Oct 2018 (2) Waste Industries $2,825 $754 $213 28.3% 3.7x 12.5x – 14.0x

Oct 2015 (3) Matrec (Transforce) $610 $164 $64 38.6% 3.7x 9.6x

$ in millions

“In addition to strong organic growth, we have completed over 100 acquisitions since 2007, generally at an average 

adjusted EBITDA multiple of 7.0x, excluding platform acquisitions”

Spruce Point believes GFL obscures what it is paying for “platform” deals because it has substantially overpaid. Instead, 

it points investors in its IPO document to an “average adjusted” EBITDA multiple of 7.0x for over 100 deals

Recent

GFL

Deals

Avg=

10x

EBITDA

2.5x

Sales

Industry

Deals

Spruce 

Point 

Reality

GFL
Prospectus

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/05/09/1820551/0/en/Harsco-Enters-Into-Definitive-Agreement-to-Acquire-Clean-Earth-Accelerating-its-Transformation-to-a-Global-Market-Leader-of-Environmental-Solutions.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/06/24/1872828/0/en/US-Ecology-and-NRC-Group-Agree-to-Merge-Expanding-Leadership-in-Specialty-and-Industrial-Waste-Services.html
https://tervita.com/news/article/newalta-and-tervita-agree-to-merge-to-create-the-leading-energy-/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1318220/000110465916090440/a16-2537_1ex99d1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1160110/000090342312000358/veolia-6k_0719.htm
https://www.waste360.com/mergers-and-acquisitions/ma-landscape-more-things-change-more-they-stay-same
https://tfiintl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/tf-ar-2015-en.pdf
https://www.recyclingtoday.com/article/clairvest-county-waste-gfl-environmental/
https://investors.gflenv.com/English/news/news-details/2020/GFL-Environmental-Announces-Acquisition-of-WCA-Waste-Corporation-and-Further-Expansion-of-U.S.-Footprint/default.aspx
https://investors.gflenv.com/English/news/news-details/2020/GFL-Environmental-Announces-US835-million-Acquisition-of-Assets-and-Expansion-of-US-Footprint/default.aspx
https://www.recyclingtoday.com/article/gfl-acquires-bestway-disposal-colorado/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gfl-to-acquire-county-waste-of-virginia-889012047.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gfl-and-american-waste-announce-merger-300984742.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/gfl-environmental-and-waste-industries-announce-merger-creating-leading-environmental-services-company-in-north-america-696539841.html
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/gfl-environmental-inc-announces-completion-of-purchase-of-matrec-solid-waste-divison-from-transforce-inc-completion-of-private-offering-of-senior-unsecured-notes-and-completion-of-equity-investment-by-macquarie-567248761.html
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“Waste Industries, a GFL Environmental subsidiary, recently paid more than $15 million to settle years-running 
litigation over a Tennessee landfill. This includes $7 million for any remaining host fees and $8 million for outstanding 
expert fees and litigation costs. The November 2019 settlement is part of ongoing legal issues GFL is working through 
after its 2018 acquisition of the company. Obtained by Waste Dive through a public records request, the settlement 
between Waste Industries and Decatur County marks a resolution over the Decatur County Landfill in Bath Springs. 
Under the settlement, Waste Industries is also required to increase its performance bond posted with the Tennessee 
Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC) to $20 million.”

GFL’s first foray into the U.S. was its $2.8bn merger with Waste industries in Nov 2018. In its Nov 1, 2019 F-1 SEC filing, GFL claimed 

it was “vigorously disputing the merits” of a legal case with Decatur County, and that it “cannot predict the final outcome of the 

dispute”. GFL said any legal resolutions would not have a material effect on it financial position. As such, it appears GFL did not 

take a legal accrual or charge for this litigation. Yet, with the benefit of a FOIA request, we see that GFL settled the case just 12 days 

later on Nov 12, 2019 for $15m. How could it not predict the outcome? With net losses projected to be ~$270m in the first nine 

months through Sept 30th and seeking funds through an IPO, how could GFL argue that a $15m settlement wasn’t material?

“Waste Services of Decatur, LLC ("WSD"), a subsidiary of Waste Industries, filed a declaratory judgment action against Decatur 
County related to WSD's life-of-site operating agreement for the MSW landfill owned by Decatur County. While the suit was 
dismissed, Decatur County brought a counterclaim against WSD and joined Waste Industries, LLC (collectively with WSD, the "Waste
Industries Parties") to the lawsuit alleging certain violations of environmental laws and claiming entitlement to remediation of
contamination conditions allegedly resulting from the Waste Industries Parties' operation of the MSW landfill and subsequently under 
the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act and the RCRA. We do not believe Decatur County's allegations are supported or accurate. 
The Waste Industries Parties are vigorously disputing the merits of Decatur County's claims, but we cannot predict the final 
outcome of this dispute.

GFL On 

Decatur 

County 

Litigation 

Disclosure

p. 163

GFL On 

Contingent 

Liabilities

Note 17(b)

“In the normal course of business activities, the Company is subject to a number of claims and legal actions that may be made by
customers, suppliers or others. Though the final outcome of actions outstanding or pending at the end of the period is not 
determinable, management believes the resolutions will not have a material effect on the financial position, statement of 
operations or cash flow of the Company.”

Reality:

GFL Had A 

Basis To 

Know The 

Outcome 

Just 11 Days 

Later Source: WasteDive and Settlement

Waste Industries: Failing To Come Clean

GFL CEO on 

Waste 

Industries

“Waste Industries strongly complements GFL’s brand with an over 47-year history of providing excellent customer service to its local 
communities and has a management team with a proven track record of harnessing technology, processes and systems to drive 
operating efficiencies. We are excited to welcome the management team and the more than 2,850 employees of Waste Industries to 
the GFL family.”

Source: F-1 Filed Nov 1st, 2019

Source: F-1 Filed Nov 1st, 2019

https://www.wastedive.com/news/gfl-waste-industries-decatur-county-settlement/574036/
https://d12v9rtnomnebu.cloudfront.net/diveimages/LIBRARY1-917848-v3-DECATUR_Settlement_Agreement_Landfill.DOCX.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919006024/a2239933zf-1a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919006024/a2239933zf-1a.htm
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Suspicious Waste Management 
Deal Guidance

1) Based on management disclosures and 27% EBITDA margin offered on conference call

Source: GFL press release, call transcript, Bloomberg and Company financials

“That's, yeah I mean like I said like in any acquisition Michael, you've got your gold, silver, bronze and you get a 

couple of pieces lead. Right? It's what you do with the couple of lead you make a bronze, silver and silver gold. The 

bulk of what we’re getting is gold. There's some silver and bronze and a couple of pieces of lead. We’ve got to figure 

out what to do with the lead. But you have to take the good with the bad.”

GFL is acquiring Advance Disposal Services assets. If, by its own admission, it is getting a mixed bag of imperfect 

assets, than how is it possible based on the metrics it told investors, that the assets are among the most productive and 

profitable in the industry, and even above Waste Management’s corporate average? See the table below

Spruce 

Point 

Reality

Check

GFL

Take on 

WM 

Deal

$ in mm GFL
Advance 
Disposal

(ADS)

Republic
Services

(RSG)

Waste
Connection

(WCN)

Waste 
Management 

(WM)

WM/ADS
Acquired 
Assets (1)

2019 Revenue $2,522 $1,623 $10,299 $5,389 $15,455 $345

2019 EBITDA $622 $404 $2,962 $1,695 $4,506 $93

18-19 Average Employees 10,500 6,137 35,500 17,280 44,300 900

Revenue / Avg Employee $240,223 $264,461 $290,124 $311,846 $348,871 $383,333

EBITDA / Avg Employee $59,272 $65,863 $83,437 $98,073 $101,716 $103,500

“First, I think the majority of what we're getting is stuff that is coming off of the ADS platform. ADS operates on 

the same operating platform as us being an operating platform called trucks. And given our experience with trucks 

and the integration team we have, we are believed, we're very well positioned to integrate these assets very easily.”

GFL/WM 

Deal

On June 24, 2020 GFL announced it’s acquiring assets to be divested from WM’s acquisition of Advanced Disposal. 

It’s paying US$835m, acquiring US$345m of revenues and 900 employees. 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/gfl-environmental-announces-us835-million-acquisition-of-assets-and-expansion-of-us-footprint-301082824.html
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Signs Suggesting The Waste Management 
Deal Is At Risk

“I think we have -- let's start with the ADS transaction that we all talked about and had a call on. I think from 

the ADS perspective, we are ready to hit the switch. From an integration perspective, we spent -- obviously, 

we're in a constructive relationship with ADS and Waste Management. We spend a lot of time on planning to 

make sure that this goes smoothly. We have a full road map to actually get this done from an integration 

perspective, and we're just truthfully waiting to get the final DOJ sign-off so Waste Management can close 

theirs and then we can close our transaction 5 days later with them.”

Spruce Point believes it odd that GFL did not discuss an amended agreement with Waste Management on their 

Q2 earnings call. At the same time, GFL is introducing greater regulatory uncertainty by acquiring the WCA 

business. A new “forward-looking” risk factor statement highlighted by GFL may offer clues that its deals are on 

shaky regulatory grounds.

Spruce Point 

Reality Check

GFL

Q2 

Earnings 

Call

WM on 

Q2

Earnings Call

“Additionally, earlier this week we and ADS entered into an agreement to an amendment to the previously 

announced agreement with GFL environmental and GFL is now contracted to purchase all anticipated 

regulatory divestitures for $863.5 million.” Source

Source

New 

“Forward-

Looking” 

Risk Factor

Added On 

DOJ

“Important factors that could cause actual results to differ, possibly materially, from those indicated by the 

forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, the risks and uncertainties inherent in the 

Acquisition and in our business, including, without limitation: the occurrence of any event, change or other 

circumstances that could give rise to the termination of the Acquisition Agreement; the failure to satisfy any 

of the conditions to the consummation of the Acquisition, including but not limited to, the risk the 

U.S. Department of Justice may prohibit, delay or refuse to grant approval for the consummation of 

the Acquisition on acceptable terms, or at all;” Source

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4362617-waste-management-inc-wm-ceo-james-fish-on-q2-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4366390-gfl-environmental-inc-gfl-ceo-patrick-dovigi-on-q2-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920093981/tm2026086d3_ex99-1.htm
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WCA Deal of Desperation 

In our opinion, GFL’s announced acquisition of WCA right after Q2 2020 earnings illustrates its desperation to paper over poo r 

performance. Spruce Point believes GFL is overpaying for WCA which was acquired for 1.9x and 8.8x Sales and EBITDA in 

2011, while GFL is paying 3x &11.5x. According to one analyst, “when it was publicly traded back in the early part of the 

decade at ~6x NTM EV/EBITDA it was not viewed as the highest quality asset.”(1) GFL has not yet made good on its promise 

to close the WM deal (subject to DOJ approval) and is acquiring yet another business subject to DOJ approval, imposing 

additional regulatory risk. Furthermore, GFL is financing the deal with $600m Preferred Shares convertible into 23.8m GFL sub

voting shares with a liquidation preference of 7%. This undercuts current GFL investors.

Spruce 

Point 

Reality

Check

Transaction 
Criteria

Opinion Commentary

Price Paid
GFL is paying 3x sales for a business that 

last sold at 1.9x and appears to have 
declining sales per customer

Regulatory 
Complication

GFL has to get DOJ approval and is already 
in the middle of seeking WM approval and 

adding risk factors

Operational 
Complexity

GFL hasn’t yet closed the WM deal and is 
already doing another a major deal before 

proving it can make good on prior 
promises. We already showed H1 2020 

results were worse than advertised

Financing 
Structure

GFL is issuing  Preferred Shares with 
liquidation preference that undercut its 

current sub voting investors

Financial Impact

Highly dilutive. 2020E Losses are 
increasing from C$277.9 to C$459 -

C$444. WCA was recently downgraded to 
negative outlook by S&P on July 1st. 
Moody’s says WCA is free cash flow 

constrained. S&P sees risks sales decline

Advisors in 
Press Release

No legal/financial advisors listed

$ in mm Then / 2011 Now / 2020

Asset Overview 

Vertically integrated, non-
hazardous solid-waste 

services company. 
Operations consist of 25 

landfills, 29 transfer 
stations and 29 collection 
operations. 14 states of 

operation

WCA operates a vertically-
integrated network of solid 
waste assets, including 37 

collection and hauling 
operations, 27 transfer 

stations, 3 material recovery 
facilities and 22 landfills. 11 

states of operation

Deal Value $526 $1,212

Customers 450,000 700,000

Sales $273.8 $400.0

Sales/Customer $608 $571

Deal Value/Sales 1.9x 3.0x

Deal Value/EBITDA 8.8x 11.5x

Deal Value/Customer $1,169 $1,728

Adj. EBITDA
% margin

$59.5
22%

$105.0
26%

Cash From Ops   
Less: Capex
Free Cash Flow

$34.3
($31.7)

$2.6

--
See Next Slide!

--

1) Jefferies, “GFL Keep Rollin’ Rollin’ Rollin’,  8/31/20

https://www.macquarie.com/us/en/about/news/2011/wca-waste-corporation-to-be-acquired-by-macquarie-infrastructure-partners-2.html
https://investors.gflenv.com/English/news/news-details/2020/GFL-Environmental-Announces-Acquisition-of-WCA-Waste-Corporation-and-Further-Expansion-of-U.S.-Footprint/default.aspx
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WCA Capex Discrepancy

A little more than 2 weeks before GFL acquired WCA Waste, Moody’s issued a report discussing WCA’s free cash flow 

constraints. Notably, Moody’s indicated WCA’s capex margin is 15%, well above the industry average. Yet, GFL’s investor 

presentation shows WCA’s capex margin at 10.5%. This is $18m of annual capex spend that GFL doesn’t appear to be 

accurately representing. We previously illustrated that GFL has capex accounting anomalies that understate capex amounts. 

Spruce 

Point 

Reality

Check

July 27, 2020August 12, 2020

Fine Print: Capex is “annualized capex divided by LTM revenue”

Source: GFL investor presentation

https://s24.q4cdn.com/409248530/files/doc_presentations/Investor-Update-August-12vF.pdf
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WCA Deal of Desperation 

From two independent third-party credit rating agencies, we see a less optimistic view about the potential and history of 

WCA Waste. Moody’s describes WCA as “disjointed operating footprint and lower margins”. S&P points out that it expects 

WCA’s total revenues to contract for 2020, a fact that GFL did not highlight to investors. 

Spruce 

Point 

Reality

Check

Source: WCA Waste: S&P Alters Outlook To Negative, Affirms B+, July 1, 2020

Source: Moody’s, “WCA Waste Corporation: Update to credit analysis - Pricing and acquisitions 

boosting earnings but growth spending constraining free cash flow”, July 27, 2020

“And under the watch of Bill Caesar really done a great job of putting in multiple disciplines with that business in 

transforming that business really over the last 7, 8-years.”

CEO 

Dovigi 

on WCA 

Deal Call

S&P on WCA WasteMoody’s on WCA Waste
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Unexplained Financial Expectation Revisions 
Conveniently Made When Promoting A New Deal

We find inconsistencies in GFL 2020 Free Cash Flow outlook in the second half of the year. There is no explanation as to why 2H 

FCF estimates changed from $275 - $300m to $318 - $328m in just a week’s time. Importantly, GFL’s outlook figures “excludes 

additional acquisitions that may close during the year, including the WCA transaction and the acquisition of divestiture assets 

from Waste Management and ADS.”  Thus, they should be apple-to-apples. We believe this is additional evidence of financial 

control concerns at GFL, or at worst management cherry-picking more flattering figures to sell the WCA deal to investors. 

Spruce 

Point 

Reality

Check

“When you think about how cash flow and leverage should 
play out over the balance of the year, we should incur an 

additional $140 million to $150 million of CAPEX and 
approximately $140 million, $145 million of cash interest 

costs in the second half of the year. If you layer on the 
conservative assumption of working capital, ending the 
year as cash flow neutral, you get to a free cash flow 

number of somewhere between $275 million and $300 
million for the back half of the year, depending on your 

views of where we end up in terms of EBITDA.”

Source: Q2 Earnings Conference Call

August 5, 2020August 12, 2020 (Revised Post WCA Announcement)

Source: GFL press release

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4366390-gfl-environmental-inc-gfl-ceo-patrick-dovigi-on-q2-2020-results-earnings-call-transcript?part=single
https://investors.gflenv.com/English/news/news-details/2020/GFL-Environmental-Announces-Acquisition-of-WCA-Waste-Corporation-and-Further-Expansion-of-U.S.-Footprint/default.aspx
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Hear No Equity, See No Equity

GFL has been creative in building its capital structure, first with “Tangible Equity Units” and now with “Preferred 

shares”. The Company would like investors to think these are somehow not equity. Call it what you want, but they 

convert into equity, and can ultimately be dilutive. 

“We do not need any more equity. So I know that rumor has been out on the street that we were going to be outgoing  
searching for and doing some form of equity offering. I can tell you today we are not doing another equity offering.”

CEO 

Dovigi

WCA 

Deal Call

Analyst 

Buys Into 

The 

Narrative “The best part of the deal is that GFL 
doesn’t need any more equity….”

Call It By Any 

Other Name, 

Just Not 

Equity…

Dilutive 

Preferred 

Equity That 

Undermines 

Current 

Investors

Source: GFL press release

https://investors.gflenv.com/English/news/news-details/2020/GFL-Environmental-Announces-Acquisition-of-WCA-Waste-Corporation-and-Further-Expansion-of-U.S.-Footprint/default.aspx
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Crime Doesn’t Pay: Rizzo Environmental Fraud

GFL announced its move into the U.S. through the acquisition of Rizzo Environmental Services, headquartered in Sterling Heights,

Michigan. The acquisition proved to be an inauspicious start to GFL’s U.S. expansion, as shortly thereafter, Rizzo was charged with 

fraud. Rizzo was able to maintain and expand his equity stake in GFL.(1) At a minimum, this illustrates poor due diligence on the part of 

GFL, and a consistent theme Spruce Point believes is occurring with GFL’s acquisitions. GFL paid $118m for Rizzo per court filings. 

1) “Kinderhook sells equity in Rizzo to GFL”, Kinderhook, Oct 2016

2) “GFL Environmental, Rizzo Environmental Complete Deal”, Recycling Today, Oct 2016

3) “Garbage Executive and Tow Company Owner Charged with Bribery and Fraud”, US Dept of Justice, May 2017

4) “Rizzo’s Red Garbage Trucks To Get Dumped Amid FBI Probe”, Detroit Free Press, Oct 2016

"Rizzo Environmental has a loyal and growing customer base because of its market leading customer service and its committed management 
team, led by Chuck Rizzo, Jr., who brings over 25 years of waste industry experience and relationships to GFL. “Chuck (Rizzo, Jr.) and his 
management team share the same growth vision and commitment to safety as GFL,” Dovigi continues. “Rizzo Environmental is a natural fit, 
both geographically and culturally, for GFL's plans to grow the GFL brand into the United States. We expect Rizzo Environmental to serve as 
a foundation from which GFL can continue its growth strategy into the Midwestern U.S. through both acquisitions and organic growth. The 
customers and employees of Rizzo Environmental will see little change in the way that Rizzo Environmental has historically operated with its 
headquarters remaining in Sterling Heights. GFL also announced that it has completed the acquisition of Enviro-Smart Organics Ltd. and West 
Coast Lawns, an organics waste processing facility and turf farm in Delta, British Columbia, Canada. GLF says that its acquisition of Enviro-
Smart confirms the company’s commitment to investing in environmental processes that can be applied and offered to customers from other 
GFL facilities.” (See: Enviro-Smart)

GFL and 

CEO Dovigi

Oct 2016

(2)

"The former CEO of garbage hauler Rizzo Environmental Services (RES), Charles B. “Chuck” Rizzo, 46, of Bloomfield Hills, was indicted 
today on five counts of bribery and three counts of conspiracy to commit bribery, in connection with garbage contracts in Clinton, 
Macomb, and Chesterfield townships, Acting United States Attorney Daniel L. Lemisch announced. The superseding indictment also charges 
Charles B. Rizzo and Fiore, as well as Rizzo’s father, Charles P. Rizzo, 70, of New Baltimore, and Derrick Hicks, 47, of Bloomfield Hills, with 
conspiracy to commit mail and wire fraud. In addition, Charles P. Rizzo is charged with seven counts of mail and wire fraud, and his son, 
Charles B. Rizzo, is charged with twelve counts of mail and wire fraud. The fraud charges are based on the defendants’ conspiracy involving 
at least ten different schemes to steal money from RES between 2013 and 2016, a time when the majority owner of RES was a New York 
based private equity firm.”

Justice Dept

Oct 2016 

(3)

Dovigi on 

the Rizzo 

Fraud

Oct 2016

(4)

• "This is not the way GFL conducts business. We take these allegations very seriously," Dovigi told reporters in a teleconference, noting 
that nobody at Rizzo or the government ever informed his company about  an FBI probe or bribery allegations. "We found out about the 
allegations through the Detroit Free Press article. We were not advised by anyone internally.“

• “Dovigi said that had his company known about the probe, it likely would not have purchased Rizzo.”
• "When asked if he believes Chuck Rizzo Jr. owes his company an apology, he said: "For now – no.  It is what it is."

https://www.kinderhook.com/press-release/kinderhook-sells-equity-interest-in-rizzo-environmental-services-inc-to-gfl-environmental-inc/
https://www.recyclingtoday.com/article/glf-rizzo-acquisition/
https://www.justice.gov/usao-edmi/pr/garbage-executive-and-tow-company-owner-charged-bribery-and-fraud
https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/macomb/2016/10/25/rizzo-garbage-fbi-probe-corruption/92738154/
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Rizzo A Key Growth Partner For GFL?

Not only was Rizzo to have a continuing equity interest in GFL, it is clear that he had an incentive plan arranged with 

GFL tied to growing the Company. 

Source: U.S. vs. Rizzo, Exhibit 4
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Did GFL Pay Almost $140m For Soil Safe, 
A Distressed Asset?

GFL announced the acquisition of Soil Safe in July 2019. The deal announcement lacked financial terms and any information that 

would give insight into Soil Safe’s state of affairs. However, Spruce Point’s investigation reveals the business was owned by Ares 

Capital Corp (NASDAQ: ARCC) a publicly traded BDC. Per Ares’ filings, we see that it marked the equity as worthless and booked a

$13m net realized gain. Soil Safe had $127m of sales through the 9m ended Sept 2019 (so we estimate $169m of annual sales). 

It appears that Soil Safe was struggling to make money and having to borrow at double digit interest rates.

Source: Ares 10-Q 6/30/19 and 10-Q 9/30/19

1)  GFL Press Release

"Soil Safe and its management team led by Mark Smith, are recognized as industry leaders in contaminated soil recycling and the 
development of inert soil products for beneficial use in sustainable construction and green building applications. GFL is one of the 
largest processors of contaminated soils in Canada and our acquisition of Soil Safe is in keeping with our strategy of replicating all 

of our service offerings in the US," said Patrick Dovigi, GFL's Founder and Chief Executive Officer. "Soil Safe's in-house expertise 
and recycled products complement and extend our existing capabilities as we build our infrastructure business to service our 

customers' needs across North America. We are excited to welcome Soil Safe and its employees to the GFL team."

Ares Capital marked Soil Safe’s equity at 

zero and booked a $13m “net realized 

gain”. This suggests the deal was close 

to the value of the debt’s fair value. The 

double digit interest rates paid by Soil 

Safe at a time of ultra low borrowing 

costs charged illustrate that Soil Safe 

was a deeply distressed company. 

As of June 30, 2019

GFL and CEO 

Dovigi

July 9, 2019

(1)

Spruce 

Point 

Reality 

Check

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1287750/000128775019000021/arccq2-1910q.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1287750/000128775019000029/arccq3-201910q.htm
https://www.soilsafe.com/pdfs/GFL-Announces-Acquisition-SoilSafe-070919.pdf
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The Bestway Acquisition: Handled In The 
Worst Way According To Locals

GFL announced the acquisition of Bestway, pushing its expansion into the Midwest Colorado Springs region. The deal was 

promoted by Regional VP John Griffith, who described the deal “as an exceptional fit”, that customers “shouldn’t notice any change 

in service”,  and that all of Bestway’s management and senior staff would stay on with the business. However, Spruce Point’s 

research reveals otherwise. Customer complaints’ surged and GFL’s VP Griffith has since resigned.(1) Furthermore, we’ve heard that 

senior Bestway management has left the business, and their LinkedIn profiles corroborate this by not mentioning GFL.(2) Based on 

our research, GFL paid $84m. We estimate Bestway had $30m of sales, and GFL paid a hefty 2.8x / 10x multiple of sales and EBITDA.

Source:  “Transition From Bestway To GFL An Uphill Battle”, CSBJ, Feb 2020

“GFL working to overcome trash service issues for Colorado Springs customers”, KKTV11, July 2020

“GFL acquires Colorado-based Bestway Disposal”, Recycling Today, March 2019

“Bestway is a great company and compliments GFL’s existing footprint in Colorado,” says John Griffith, a regional vice president of GFL. “This 
merger is an exceptional fit for both companies, because it allows for Bestway to access to GFL’s greater resources, capital, and expertise in 
things like safety and sustainability, while still allowing Bestway to maintain its culture of excellent customer service and its special relationship 
with the Colorado Springs community to remain intact. Griffith said that apart from some technological upgrades coming to Bestway’s internal 
systems, its existing customers shouldn't notice any change in services. All of Bestway’s 153 employees and management team were retained 
in the merger. “We are proud that all of Bestway’s management and senior staff has been invited to stay post-merger and has elected to do so,” 
Griffith says. “With the addition of the Bestway team, the future very bright for GFL in Colorado.”

GFL and 

Regional VP 

John Griffith

July 9, 2019

• “For the past several months, customers of the trash hauling company formerly known as Bestway Disposal have overwhelmed the 
company’s phones and social media with complaints.”

• “The transition from the locally owned Bestway to the much larger corporation has been a rough road.”
• “Are you guys planning on picking up trash this week?” Tyler H. wrote on GFL’s Facebook page four weeks ago. “You missed it last week.”
• “Other customers complained that they were unable to contact the company about missed pickups.”
• “I’ve called and emailed,” Shannon J. wrote on the Facebook page. “Nothing. My trash can is overflowing.”
• “But then, GFL started moving more than 40,000 residential customers to a new billing system that was considerably more complex than 

Bestway’s had been. The company also brought in GFL’s phone system.
• Staton said he probably underestimated the difficulty of making the switches.
• “In early July, customers of GFL Environmental started reaching out to the 11 News Call For Action team noting several issues with the new 

service provider. Some customers reported having their route skipped more than once. The same customers added they had issues getting in 
touch with anyone at GFL Environmental by phone, email and social media.”

Local News

Feb 2020

To

July 2020

Recent 

Yelp 

Reviews

Yelp Reviews 1) Griffith’s LinkedIn Biography 2) Tom Kiemel and Phil Kiemel

https://www.csbj.com/2020/02/07/transition-from-bestway-to-gfl-an-uphill-haul/
https://www.kktv.com/2020/07/31/gfl-environmental-working-to-overcome-trash-issues-for-colorado-springs-customers/
https://www.recyclingtoday.com/article/gfl-acquires-bestway-disposal-colorado/
https://www.yelp.com/biz/bestway-disposal-colorado-springs-2
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-griffith-6616a26/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tom-kiemel-45bb6211/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/philip-kiemel-696407115/
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Enviro-Smart or Enviro-Stupid Acquisition?

GFL touted the acquisition of Enviro-Smart Organics, but we believe it is not without problems. The Company has operated without

an air quality permit for years. Locals claim the foul stench is a serious problem. GFL must contain the odors within 1km of the

facility, but has claimed onerous capital investment as a means to appeal. In our opinion, this is just another poorly planned deal by 

GFL that resulted in unexpected higher costs to shareholders.

Source:  

1) “GFL Environmental Inc. Announces First U.S. Acquisition, B.C. Organics Acquisition”, press release

2) “'You're living in garbage': How a Delta composting plant got away with stinking up an entire neighbourhood”, CBA.ca, Aug 30, 2018 

3) Appeal Board and compliance Update, City of Delta

“GFL also announced that it has completed the acquisition of Enviro-Smart Organics Ltd. and West Coast Lawns, a state of the 
art organics waste processing facility and turf farm in Delta, British Columbia. The Enviro-Smart acquisition confirms GFL's 
commitment to investing in leading edge environmental processes that can be applied and offered to our customers from 
other GFL facilities.”

GFL Press 

Release

Oct 3, 2016

(1)

• “Enviro-Smart Organics operated without an air quality permit for several years.”
• "It smells as if you let garbage out in the sun for a few days," said the Ladner resident, whose home sits about a kilometre 

away from an industrial composting plant.”
• "It's gross. It feels like you're living in garbage," he added.
• “The stench emanating from Enviro-Smart Organics has drawn the scorn of hundreds of residents in the residential 

neighbourhood and spawned numerous complaints levied at the city, the district and the plant itself.”
• ‘In early August, Metro Vancouver finally issued a permit for Enviro-Smart Organics. The company is now required to enclose 

all of the waste that currently sits outdoors.”
• "By March 2020, the company must fully enclose its odorous sources, take that air and fully treat it," said Ray Robb, Metro 

Vancouver's regulation and enforcement division manager.”
• The 43-page-permit ultimately orders the smells to be contained within one kilometre of the facility by the 2020 deadline. 
• "The likelihood is that while the appeal process is in place, GFL won't invest in the new facility," he said. GFL can also appeal 

the conditions of the permit.

Local News

Aug 2018

(2)

Appeal and 

compliance 

Update 

April 2019

(3)

https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/gfl-environmental-inc-announces-first-us-acquisition-bc-organics-acquisition-completion-of-c950m-senior-secured-credit-facilities-c225m-equity-investment-and-redemption-of-c247m-of-senior-unsecured-notes-due-2018-595619081.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/you-re-living-in-garbage-how-a-delta-composting-plant-got-away-with-stinking-up-an-entire-neighbourhood-1.4804995
https://delta.civicweb.net/document/187993
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Enviro-Smart Situation Spiraling Out of Control

Problems are still occurring at Enviro-Smart according to a recently filed citizen complaint. 

“Murder Trials Take Less Time!” than resolving the GFL stench according the complaint.

Source: City of Delta  

https://delta.civicweb.net/filepro/documents/search?keywords=GFL&preview=197785
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Despite Citizen Complaints, Enviro-Smart 
Manager And Founder Enjoying Perks

Given the multitude of lavish properties that CEO Dovigi owns, we find it unusual that GFL leases a mansion from Daryl 

Goodwin, a current employee and seller of Enviro-Smart Organics to GFL. We believe this should be considered a 

related-party transaction. We believe this is an excessive perquisite for an employee, even if a portion of the land is 

being used for business purposes.(1)   Does CEO Dovigi use this property as well when in BC? 

Feb 19, 2019 Credit Agreement, filed March 11, 2020

Daryl Goodwin: 
Current: GFL District Manager /
Enviro-Smart Organics

Source: Google Maps    1) City of Delta Report

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746919005190/a2239603zex-10_1.htm
https://www.zoominfo.com/p/Daryl-Goodwin/-1362010985
https://delta.civicweb.net/document/187993
https://delta.civicweb.net/document/182791
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Future Environmental (Problems!)

GFL acquired Future Environmental, an Illinois-based company specializing in used oil collection and other industrial services. The move 

gives GFL a foothold in eight new Midwest states — Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Indiana, Missouri and Ohio — and 

expands its presence in Michigan. Future Environmental generates an estimated $75-$80 million worth of revenue. While CEO Dovigi was 

calling it “one the premiere liquid waste businesses in the U.S.” the evidence suggests otherwise. Within just a few months, the Illinois EPA 

agency levied enforcement charges against GFL for systems “in poor condition” which caused oil leakage and ground damage. 

Spruce Point believe this is further evidence of poor acquisition and property due diligence on the part of GFL.

Source:  

1) “GFL bridges Colorado-Carolinas gap with new liquid waste acquisition”, Waste Dive, Nov 2018

2) “Illinois EPA Refers GFL Environmental (Future Environmental) to Attorney General for Enforcement”, State of Illinois, Feb 2019

3) “Executive pays $26m for waterfront mansion in Coral Gables”, Business Journal, May 2019

Dovigi described it as "one of the premiere liquid waste businesses in the U.S.“
Dovigi on 

Future 

Environmental

Nov 2018 (1)

State of Illinois 

EPA

Feb 2019 

(2) Future 

Env’t 

Former 

Owner 

Doing 

Just 

Fine!

(3)

https://www.wastedive.com/news/gfl-colorado-carolinas-new-liquid-waste-acquisition/541469/
https://www2.illinois.gov/IISNews/19678-IEPA_Refers_Future_Environmental_to_AG_for_Enforcement.pdf
https://www.bizjournals.com/southflorida/news/2019/05/02/gables-mansion-sells-for-26m.html
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Future Environmental (Problems!), (Cont’d)

Based on our research, we believe GFL had significant employee retention issues from its acquisition of Future 

Environmental. A local court case in Illinois shows GFL had to file an injunction against employees going to Hunter 

Pipeline Services. We also find LinkedIn employee profiles showing overlap between these two companies. 

Source:  Will County Court

GFL 

Employee

Injunction 

Lawsuit

Illinois

Source: Employee 1, 2, 3

Various 

Employees 

Long-Time

Have Left 

Future 

Environmental

https://ipublic.il12th.org/SelectBusiness.php
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dan-quick-18649783/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ken-houston-b1364450/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nick-benavides-03316a64/


Governance Concerns With The 
Board: Whose Interests Are Served?
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Spruce Point Has Concerns With Some of GFL’s 
Board And Its “Independence”

Spruce Point believes investors should not be comforted by GFL’s supposed “Independent” Board. As a documented fact, Mr. 

Nayar is an advisor to BC Partners, the largest institutional shareholder BC Partners. Mr. Guindi’s firm received fees from 

OTPP and BC Partners.

Dino Chiesa Shahir Guindi Arun Nayar

GFL Claims Independent Lead Independent Yes Yes

Year Joined 2007 2018 2018

Primary Experience Commercial Real Estate
Business Law / 

Technology and Biotech
Finance / Consumer Products

Location Toronto, Ontario Montreal, Quebec Miami, FL

Committee
Audit and Nominating/Governance/

Compensation
Audit

Audit and
Nominating/Governance/

Compensation

Work Experience In 
Waste Management Or 
Environmentally 
Sensitive Industries

NO NO NO

Other Concerns and 
Insights

• From our research, Mr. Chiesa has 
was described as an honorable and 
accomplished businessman

• Maintains friendship with 
Mr. DiBattista, CEO Dovigi’s former 
business partner that sued him

• Continued business dealings with 
Mr. Villa despite the Earthworx 
issues

• Mr. Guindi’s law firm Osler 
represented key GFL investors BC 
Partners and OTPP in the April 
2018 recap transaction, another 
fact undisclosed to new investors 
in GFL’s prospectus 

• Can his judgement be 
“independent” or in favor of his 
past clients vs. new shareholders

• Mr. Nayar also serves as the Audit 
Chairman on the Board of Amcor Plc, a 
company Spruce Point has heavily 
researched and believes is covering-up 
financial strains, including declining 
organic sales growth

• Mr. Nayer’s GFL bio fails to state he is 
an Advisor to BC partners, which he 
puts on his Amcor bio

http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/south-cavan-second-report.pdf
https://www.osler.com/en/expertise/deals-cases/gfl-environmental-inc
https://www.sprucepointcap.com/amcor-plc/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000130817919000235/lamcr2019_def14a.htm
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Audit Director Nayar’s Biography Has A 
Glaring Omission 

Why does Mr. Nayar conceal he is being paid by BC Partners on his GFL biography? GFL Directors receive no 

compensation from the Company, but is Mr. Nayar receiving compensation from BC Partners?

Arun’s 

Biography 

According to 

Amcor PLC

Arun’s 

Biography 

According to 

GFL

Omits BC 

Partners 

Advisor Role

Source: GFL filings

Source: Amcor Proxy

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748790/000130817919000235/lamcr2019_def14a.htm
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Directors Have Historically Had Little At Risk 
Or Incentives At GFL

With no cash compensation and little equity, GFL’s Directors, notably those not employed by the largest owners, were 

not incentivized to oversee management as a private company.

What Incentives 

Did Directors 

Have In 2019?

Few Shares At 

Risk of GFL

Source: GFL filings

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001194/a2240859z424b4.htm


Price Target And Summary: 
A Terminal Zero
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The Market Miscalculates GFL’s Valuation 
And Leverage

Yahoo Finance Capital IQ

GFL Environmental Q2 Results (in Canadian $)

The market does not have the correct share count or debt burden of GFL as evidenced by multiple data providers using different 
share counts and debt. We also believe GFL’s depiction of its Total Gross Debt understates its true leverage. See: True Leverage

In total we believe GFL’s enterprise value is off by $1.2 billion

Spruce 

Point 

Reality

Check

Source: Yahoo Finance

Source: Q2 2020  press release

Bloomberg

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/GFL.TO/key-statistics?p=GFL.TO
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000110465920090960/tm2026086d2_ex99-1.htm
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Little Upside Seen In The Stock Even Among 
Bullish Analyst Base

Sell-side analysts are generally bullish on GFL, and take management’s narrative at face value that GFL is a value-

accretive roll-up with more room to expand through acquisitions. In addition, sell-side analysts believe GFL’s story that 

margins will expand as it defines a path towards profitability. Analysts give GFL full credit for the WM and WCA deals 

despite the DOJ regulatory approval risks the persist. We believe, based on our rigorous investigation, that GFL’s 

financial objectives are highly likely to fall short of expectations. 

Broker Rating Price Target

Stifel Buy $29.85

Jefferies Buy $28.00

RBC Outperform $28.00

Scotia Sector Outperform $27.00

National Bank Outperform $25.37

BMO Outperform $25.00

Raymond James Outperform $25.00

JP Morgan Overweight $24.00

CIBC Outperform $23.88

TD Bank Hold $23.88

Goldman Sachs Neutral $21.00

Veritas N.R. $18.00

Average $24.92

% Price Target Upside +17%

Upside based on $21.23/share and C$1.34 rate for analysts with C$ targets
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Bull Case Narrative Is All “Trust Me” Fluff

Spruce Point finds little independent evaluation of management’s claims from the sell-side analysts, whom are 

compensated with lucrative fees for assisting GFL with financing and M&A advisory fees to implement its roll-up.

Impossible to evaluate 

the parts when few 

details about the 

acquisition parts are 

provided!

Then why have recent deals been heavily in the U.S.? Based on our 

research, we believe GFL is reaching up against potential antitrust /  

competitive issues and market saturation in Canada.

Any specifics and why hasn’t this been achieved over the past few 

years? What has GFL been doing all this time?

Perhaps valuation discount exists because 

GFL management are poor at operations?

130 acquisitions: show me the math on the organic growth 

or are you just taking management’s word for it?

Source: TD Bank

Source: Goldman Sachs

Source: JP Morgan

Source: BMO Capital Markets
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Insights From Calls With Former 
GFL Employees: Will GFL Make Money?

“There are two parts, U.S. and Canada. Canada is quite saturated and prices are competitive. Chances of making big profits 
in solid waste, are not going to happen. GFL’s main money maker is the infrastructure business. I am less familiar with the 
U.S. side of the business. It’s tough to say if GFL will make money in the next year or two.” 

Former GFL 

Employee 2

“Will GFL ever make money from a high level. They talk about opportunities to expand margins, and acquire. Based on your 
experience, will they achieve these objectives in the long-run?”Spruce Point

“Do you have confidence GFL can make money?”Spruce 

Point

“Under the current management structure and people, no. I would never put a dime in there. If you could see a mature 
management in the industry, absolutely, there’s an opportunity….I have no confidence at this point and time.”

Former 

GFL 

Employee 1

“Does GFL have a path to profitability?”Spruce Point

Former 

Employee 3

“That’s the wildcard in the GFL story, that’s the gamble. Acquisitions play a key part to keep the momentum going. 
What happens when acquisitions stop? You need profitability. Can they turn around? Today they are not making money. 
That’s a fact. I don’t know if they can. They’ve acquired so rapidly.” 
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Even If You Believe GFL’s Financials At Face 
Value, Its Shares Are Very Expensive

Source: Company financials, Bloomberg, and Spruce Point analysis and adjustment for the TEU impact

Spruce Point believes the market is overvaluing GFL, in part by not accurately modeling the impact of its TEUs which 

further increase its enterprise value. As a result, we believe on certain metrics like sales, EBITDA and operating cash 

flow, GFL is trading at a premium to industry blue chips Waste Management, Republic Services, and Waste Connections 

on future financial expectations. 

$ in mm, except per share figures

Stock Adj 2020E '20E-'21E Enterprise Value Goodwill Net

Price Ent. Gross Sales EPS P/E EBITDA Sales OCF & Intang. Debt '20 Dividend

Name (Ticker) 8/17/2020 Value Margin Growth Growth 2020E 2021E 2020E 2021E 2020E 2021E 2020E % Mkt Cap EBITDA Yield

Waste Management $110.87 $57,125 38.3% 7.6% 14.1% 28.9x 25.3x 13.6x 12.5x 3.8x 3.6x 16.0x 14.9% 2.4x 2.0%

Republic Services $89.80 $37,345 41.5% 4.6% 12.0% 28.9x 25.8x 12.9x 12.3x 3.7x 3.5x 16.3x 41.1% 3.0x 1.9%

Waste Connections $97.52 $29,847 40.0% 8.0% 18.0% 39.4x 33.4x 18.5x 16.6x 5.6x 5.2x 21.8x 25.9% 2.6x 0.8%

Stericycle $63.67 $8,290 37.5% 1.2% 14.0% 30.1x 26.4x 17.9x 16.7x 3.1x 3.1x 20.1x 67.8% 5.3x NA

Clean Harbors $62.82 $4,784 30.3% 6.0% 30.9% 46.8x 35.8x 10.0x 9.3x 1.5x 1.4x 11.5x 26.4% 2.7x NA

Advanced Disposal $30.18 $4,536 34.1% 3.8% 65.4% 111.0x 67.1x 11.4x 10.8x 2.9x 2.8x 14.9x 52.2% 4.5x NA

Covanta Holding $9.74 $3,832 25.1% 2.4% NM NM NM 9.5x 8.9x 2.0x 2.0x 15.3x 42.7% 6.3x 3.3%

Casella Waste $56.00 $3,330 32.9% 7.5% 41.2% 86.2x 61.0x 20.6x 18.4x 4.3x 4.0x 20.2x 9.2% 3.8x NA

US Ecology $37.34 $2,062 31.2% 7.3% 111.4% 71.1x 33.6x 11.6x 10.1x 2.2x 2.1x 17.4x 88.4% 5.1x NA

Tervita Corporation $2.67 $955 37.3% 24.4% NM NM NM 7.1x 6.5x 1.0x 0.8x 12.1x 93.7% 4.9x NA

Max 41.5% 24.4% 111.4% 111.0x 67.1x 20.6x 18.4x 5.6x 5.2x 21.8x 93.7% 6.3x 3.3%

Average 34.8% 7.3% 38.4% 55.3x 38.6x 13.3x 12.2x 3.0x 2.8x 16.5x 46.2% 4.0x 2.0%

Min 25.1% 1.2% 12.0% 28.9x 25.3x 7.1x 6.5x 1.0x 0.8x 11.5x 9.2% 2.4x 0.8%

GFL Environmental $21.23 $11,309 34.0% 21.7% NM NM NM 13.8x 10.9x 3.6x 2.9x 24.6x 98.4% 5.7x 0.2%

GFL (Spruce Point Adj) $21.23 $13,199 34.0% 21.7% NM NM NM 16.1x 12.7x 4.2x 3.4x 31.5x 98.4% 5.2x 0.2%
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Investors Ascribe Industry High Value 
To GFL’s Intangible Assets

Average

While many GFL stock promoters will point to its revenues and EBITDA to argue it’s undervalued to peers, none have 

pointed out the unexplained financial revisions to these figures that undermine confidence in its reporting, or point out 

the staggering amount of goodwill and intangibles assets on its balance sheet, accumulated from overpaying for assets 

in our view. We have provided numerous examples of deals that have had problems, suggesting that these intangible 

assets are at risk of impairment. GFL’s has the highest market cap to intangible assets in the industry. If, as suggested 

by an industry observer, more than half of GFL’s deals are failures, we believe its market cap could easily be halved. 

Source: Company filings and market data. 

Note: Our GFL market cap adjusted for tangible equity units

“If I were to take a conservative estimate, well over 50% of GFL’s 100+ acquisitions I’d characterize as a failure.”
Industry 

Observer 
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No Fluff Valuation Case: 
Spruce Point Sees 100% Downside To GFL

CEO With Multiple Undisclosed Connections To Individuals With 

Controversial Business Dealings. One Internet Source Suggested Ties 

To  “Organized Crime”. Directors Not Independent of Large Owner

Mysterious Revenue, EBITDA, Cash Flow And Landfill Capacity 

Revisions Suggest Material Financial Statement Weaknesses, And 

Supported By Conversations With Former Employees Describing GFL 

As “Aggressive” And Not Having The Proper Operational Systems In 

Place. Material Weakness Disclosed, Then Disappeared, Prior To IPO 

True Economics of GFL’s Acquisition Spree Unknown Due To Poor  

Disclosures. Significant Cash Burn And Reliance On Capital Raising 

Makes It Prone To Insolvency If Capital Raising Becomes More Difficult 

or Should Its Auditor Revoke Its Opinion

Debt Load Understated By Management And Inaccurate Valuation By 

Market Data Providers. Debt Is Higher And FCF Lower Than Depicted. 

“Run Rate” EBITDA Gives GFL Opportunity To Inflate Results. 

As A Result, True Leverage Is Much Higher Than It Appears 

No Fluff Bear Case Opinion: GFL Is 
Uninvestable And At Risk of 100% Downside

We have shown evidence that suggests these four major concerns:
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If It Looks Like A Zero, It Is A Zero



Appendix: Manufactured Demand For 
GFL And GFLU Securities Through 
Creative Financial Engineering
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GFL “Tangible Equity Unit” Misclassified Causing 
Unjustified Buying

Blackrock’s iShares ETF (NYSE: PFF) owns 1.1m shares ($65m) of GFL’s Tangible Equity Units “TEU” / (NYSE: GFLU). Per PFF’s 

prospectus it is designed to match the ICE Exchange Listed Preferred & Hybrid Securities Index (PHGY). The index specifies that it 

is to include “Preferred” securities and Hybrids that “potentially convert into preferred shares”. However, in our opinion, there is 

nothing preferential about GFLU. GFLU TEUs are convertible into subordinate voting shares, which are described clearly as 

subordinate to any preferred shares. Furthermore, the GFLU security is ~83% linked to the sub voting equity and ~17% tied to a 

subordinated and unsecured note making the emphasis on the security more towards the non-preferential subordinate voting 

shares.  As a result, we believe the ICE Index and PFF have created unjust buying of a misclassified security. 

Blackrock PFF Tracks The ICE Exchange-

Listed Preferred & Hybrid Securities Index

ICE Says The Index Tracks Preferred 

Stocks or Hybrids Convertible Into 

Preferred Stock

GFL Says The Units Are Subordinate Voting Shares 

Ranking Junior To 

Any Preferred Shares….

Source: GFL Prospectus

Source: Blackrock PFF Prospectus
Source: ICE

The first index point stresses 

that the equity-like 

component rank as preferred 

stock. GFL’s equity 

component is not preferred

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1780232/000104746920001195/a2240798z424b4.htm
https://www.ishares.com/us/library/stream-document?stream=reg&product=IUS-PFF&shareClass=NA&documentId=926053~925994~926348~1255431~1192006&iframeUrlOverride=/us/literature/prospectus/p-ishares-us-preferred-stock-etf-3-31.pdf
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GFL Subordinating Voting Shares 
Really “Income” Securities?

Spruce Point believes “creative” financial engineering by GFL around its subordinated common stock has broadened its 

shareholder base. Despite not making money, GFL pays a token US$ 0.01 cent quarterly dividend on its subordinate 

voting shares, giving the stock an annualized yield of just 0.18%. We find that two funds – one fund calling itself a 

“monthly high income fund” and another an “income fund” – own GFL.  Spruce Point is baffled why a “monthly” income 

fund would own a stock that pays a quarterly dividend, and is hard pressed to see why a paltry 0.18% yield is attractive. 

When seeing GFL’s US$ 0.01 cent dividend, Spruce Point is reminded of Maxar Technologies, another short call of ours 

that had an irrational dividend policy and slashed its dividend to $0.01 per share upon revealing its distress.

Source: Bloomberg

https://investor.maxar.com/investor-news/press-release-details/2019/Maxar-Technologies-Reports-2018-Year-End-Results/default.aspx
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